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Collins 'buying time'
with prison initiatives

Six-hour school day
may affect athletics

See story on page 2

Murray State quarterback
OVC 'Player of the Week'

See story on page 8
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Poore sounds positive
about Glendale Road

U.S. favorite target of terrorists
WASHINGTON (AP)- The State Department, declaring that
the United States is terrorism's "favorite target," says at least 70
terrorist attacks last year "probably involved significant -S-Mte
support or participation."
Deputy Secretary of State Kenneth W. Dam said in a speech at
the White House that more people were killed or injured by international terrorists in 1983 "than in any year in which governments began keeping records."
And he said that although many other nations have been subjected to terrorism, "it is a fact that the United States is the
favorite target of terror."
Some 200 of the 500 terrorist attacks in 1983 were against U.S.
facilities and personnel, Dam said.

Human error fault of B-1 crash
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE,Calif.(AP)- B-1 bomber pilot
Richard Reynolds said "we got to get out" and pulled the ejection
handle only nine seconds before the jet slammed into the ground,
killing the co-pilot in a crash the Air Force blamed on human
error.
In a report released Monday, an Air Force investigative board
said the crew failed to- shift fuel among various tanks to correct
the 13-1's center of gravity as its movable wings were swung forward, causing the plane to tilt sharply nose-up and stall.
The-board also blamed equipment failure for the co-pilot's
death after the crew ejected in a parachute-equipped scape capsule during the third of three low-speed control tests of the B-1A
prototype plane on Aug. 29.

Congress eyes law on auto thefts
WASHINGTON (AP) - Six years and tens of thousands of
stolen vehicles after it was first introduced, legislation to attack
the growing problem of auto thefts is nearing final action by
Congress.
The proposal was sent to the Senate on Monday after the House
passed it by a voice vote as Congress began what members hoped
would be the final week of its 1984 session.
Supporters say the legislation, which has undergone heavy
rewriting in six years of negotiation and compromise, is intended
to launch a two-pronged attack against the $4 billion a year
hot
car industry.

Shooting during Steelers' game
PITTSBURGH (AP) - An off-duty police officer and another
man were shot and seriously wounded after they drew guns
following an argument at a National Football League game outside Three Rivers Stadium on Monday night, authorities said.
The officer, Regis Kelly, 36, of Pittsburgh, was shot in the head
just outside Gate A during the third quarter of the football game
between the Cincinnati tiengals and the Pittsburgh Steelers. He
was reported in serious condition at Mercy Hospital, according to
nursing supervisor Gloria Davis.
The other man,Isaac Gilbert, 27, of Pittsburgh, was reported in
serious condition with multiple gunshot wounds at Allegheny
General Hospital, according to assistant nursing supervisor Dan
Szymkiewicz.
Witnesses said the two men pushed each other outside the
stadium gate and one pulled a gun.

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
d.t e Tr-a n s-p-o-r-t-a t ion
_Secretary Floyd Poore didn't
say the exact word8 many Murray officials wanted to hear, but
he came awfully close.
Poore. in Murray Monday
evening for a recention and dinner at the Curris Center, told a
group of businessmen and officials that consideration of
state funding for a widening and
extension of Glendale Road is
"on the top burner in the Collins
administration." Poore called it
a "very viable" project, and added, "It's possible that in a few
.weeks or so the things we'll have
to say about it will be very
positive."
Poore later said it "looks
good" that the state will fund
some kind of'work on the road:

whether it be a four-lane, threelane with curb and gutter or
three lane without curb and gutter. The respective price tags
would be about $1.3 million,
$800,000 and $250.000-$300,000, he
said. The city has pledged to
contribute $50,000 and the moving of its own utilities.
A group of 17 Murrayans
traveled to Frankfort in
September to request state funding of the project. A widening
and extension of Glendale from
12th St. (U.S. 641) to Ky. 121 has
been advocated by some officials for years. There once was
a private road connecting the
two highways.
Officials think it's particularly
important to reroute Ky. 121 now
that construction is due to begin
in February to widen 641. They

Staff photo by (Ilarlos Wow

State transportation secretary Floyd Poore
(right) Chats with
state Rep. Freed Curd (left) and Murray Stateprofessor Carroll
"Corky" Harrison.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Labor Secretary indicted
Donovan says charges not worth 'paper written on'
By MERRILL HARTSON
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON LAP) - Labor Secretary Raymond Donovan,
his term in the Reagan Cabinet plagued by allegations of past
wrongdoing, is fighting to hold onto his job in the face of a grand
jury indictment he says' is not;vorth the paper it's written on."
Donovan, a onetime New Jersey construction executive who
survived investigations by a Senate committee and an independent special prosecutor in 1982, announced late Monday that he is
taking an unpaid leave of absence.
Deputy White House press secretary Larry Speakes said President Reagan approved the leave. "The president is comfortable
with the precedent of innocent until proven guilty," Speakes said
as he accompanied Reagan on a-tampaigm, trip in Mississippi.
Donovan said he was "outraged and disgusted by the Obviously
partisan timing- of the indictment, which came from a Bronx,
N.Y., grand jury investigating allegations that he once took part
in a scheme to misrepresent the work of a minority subcontractor
on a New York subway Project.
Explaining why he volunteered to step aside, the blunt-spoken
Donovan said: "My concerns are that my family has to endure

I

,

this mindless inquisition and that this not reflect negatively upon
the president."
Donovan, a part-owner and former executive vice president of
'Schiavone Construction Co. of Secaucus, N.J., was being arraigned in New York today along with company president Ronald
Schiavone and six other officers.
Although Donovan volunteered to step down temporarily "to
assure that this matter does not become a -part of the current
election campaign," he also declaredl
"I fully expect to resume my duties just as soon as this injustice has been dealt with."
Donovan, who testified before the county grand jury on Sept
24, accused Bronx County District Attorney Mario Merola, a
Democrat, of having political motiyations. The 54-yearaild
secretary said he had passed a polygraph test taken at his request "with flying colors" and voiced confidence of "ending once
and for all this witch hunt."
Ford B. Ford, undersecretary of Labor, the No. 2 department
officer and former head of the Mine Safety and Health Ad.'
ministration, becomes acting secretary while Donovan fights the
indictment.
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FBI has arrested two for spying
WASHINGTON (API - FBI agents have arrested an East German woman on charges of spying for the Soviet KGB and an
American man on charges of selling satellite photographs of a
Soviet aircraft carrier to "Jane's Defense Weekly," the FBI said
today.
The FBI said the arrests in the two, unrelated espionage cases
were made Monday night.
Alice Michelson, 67, of East Germany, was arrested at John F.
Kennedy International Airport in New York City while in possession of classified information, the agency said.
Samuel Loring Morison, 40, of Crofton, Md., an analyst with the
Naval I elligence Support Center in Suitland. Md., outside
WashIngpn, was arrested at Dulles International Airport at 8:30
p.m.
Staff Ogle by Jamie Gordon
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy or The Murray Ledger AL
Times by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
are urged to call 733-1916 between 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,

The home of Cecil and Bettie
Lou Farris on Edinborough
Drive, which they had built and
moved into a little over a year
ago, was destroyed by fire Monday night.
The fire demolished the
garage and structurally damaged the eastern portion of the
house, while the remainder of
the house's interior received
smoke and water damage. Most
of the home's contents, including a 1975 Oldsmobile con

Today will be sunny and
warmer, *Rh a high in the
lower to mid 70s and south
wind at 5 to 10 mph, the National Weather Service said.
Tonight will be clear and not
as cold, with a low in the
lower to mid 50s and light
south wind. Tomorrow will be
Mostly sunny with a high in
the u-ppri rug and southwest
:at 5 to 40 mph,
forecasters said.
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The Murray Fire Department
respiinded to the fire at approximately 9:45 p.m. Since the
horn is locatethin the county.
the Murray department fought
the fire until the arrival of the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue

Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.

(C,ont'd on page 2)
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staff photo by (bark. Honey

The remains of the-the Cecil Farris home are seen in an interior
view of the dining room and garage (above) and from the outside
(top) on the morning after Monday night's fire.

- PADUCAH, Ky. Al'1
- 'The
latest television ads of U.S. Sen.
Walter ':Dee" Huddleston
amount to a "dirty trick campaign" that show Huddleston's
"ugly side," his Republican opponent charged.
'
Huddleston's campaign has
agreed to temporarily withdraw
the three ads, retooling them to
eliminate the use of clippings
from The Courier-Journal and
The Louisville 'times.
The newspapers, whose contents are copyrighted. objected
to their use in Huddleston ads
that criticized Republican Mitch
McConnell's performance as
Jefferson County judge executive.
Huddleston's campaign
manager, Ed Logsdon, said the
campaign telephoned stations
Friday to ask them to stop airing
spots which showed portions of
news clippings and editorials
from The Louisvill Times and
The Courier-Journal.
Federal 'copyright laws prohibit the reprinting of excerpts
from the newspapers .without
permission, said Sheryl Snyder,
an attorney representing the
papers.
The acting executive editor of
the newspapers. Leonard Pardue, said he asked the attorney
to ask the Huddleston campaign
to discontinue the ads after he
saw one of them aired Thursde,:r
r'a'n atrs on taxes
and spending and took quotes
completely out of context from
news articles to try to make his
ads look factual." . McConnell
said in a statement Monday.
"Huddleston's running a dirty
trick Campaign and he's demeaning himself and the
issues." '
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Collins 'buying time'
with prison initiatives
FRANKFORT, Ky (AP) - Gov. Martha Layne Collins, announcing steps to quickly create some elbow room in Kentucky's
crowded prisons, conceded that she was trying to "buy time
against a federal takeover of the prison system.
Mrs. Collins, in a news conference Monday, said she was endorsing several recommendations of the prison-crowding task force
she appointed in the summer.
Among them Is spending $17 million for more prison space.
Kentucky had 4,559 prison inmates, according to Monday's census by the Corrections Cabinet. Another 570 prisoners were being
held in county jails, awaiting transfer to state institutions.
But the state is struggling to comply with seemingly conflicting
court orders.
A federal judge ordered a cap on populations at the Eddyville
penitentiary and the LaGrange reformatory, while state circuit
court judges ordered removal of state prisoners from the county

jails in Louisville, Lexington and Covington.
Because of the "intense federal judicial scrutiny that our
prisons are under," Mrs. Collins said: "we can only hope to buy
time with the immediate and short-term actions that I'm Implementing today."
Otherwise, she said, federal officials will be prescribing
changes in the prison system and the state will have to pay for
them.
Mrs. Collins said she had "detected no overwhelming sentiment for a special session of the General Assembly to deal with
this problem," so she was authorizing the $17 million to be spent
to create about 1,000 prison beds over the next 18 months.
The $17 million will come from $41 million left over in the
General Fund from the last fiscal year.
About 500 beds will be made available immediately, Corrections Secretary George Wilson said.
Foremost among the recommendations was construction of 60,
segregation cells at the medium-security Northpoint Training
Center near Danville. A race riot among Northpoint inmates
Sept. 5 "graphically highlights this need," Mrs. Collins said.
The segregation cells would cost about $1.2 million, Wilson
said. Northpoint's normaj capacity is about 500 inmates, but it
held 658 on Monday, according to cabinet's figures.

Farris fire...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Squad, then assisted until the
fire was extinguished.
Cause of the fire was
unknown. It originated in the
garage, Farris said. Just before
he discovered the fire the house
doorbell rang, according to Far-ris. After finding no-one at-thefront door, he went to the back
door and found the garage filled
with smoke from a fire in the
middle of it. He removed his
Cadillac fltVfn the garage but
was unable to remove his son's
convertible.

Murray sent seven men and
three vehicles, later supplementing the crew with eight additional men, Chief James Hornbuckle said. Flames were coming through the roof when
firefighters arrived, he said.
The Fire-Rescue Squad sent 14
men and three vehicles, said
squad member Randy Barnett.
Farris contracted the twine's
conitr'uction at a cost of approximately $150,000, and he and his
wife moved in July 15, 1983. The
house was close to 4,000 square
feet including the garage. Farris
said he believes the house was
insured for $150,000 and the contents for $75,000

The conversion of Northpoint to a prison during former Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr.'s administration outraged local officials in the
Danville and Harrodsburg areas and the prison was never officially designated a permanent facility.
Asked if ,the cabinet was now conceding Northpoint's permanence, Wilson said: "It'll be permanent as long as there's a
need for those beds. We don't, in the near future, see there's going
to be any less of a need for those beds."
Other steps ordered by Mrs. Collins included expansion of
halfway houses and the minimum -security facilities at Pineville
and Frankfort: leasing of beds in the Fayette County jail and in
regional jails, when they are built; and acceleration of the
"intensive supervision" program for low-risk prisoners who win
early parole.
The governor also ordered transfer of the geriatric-care unit at
the state reformatory to Corrections from the Cabinet for Human
Resources, plus the use of beds in the state psychiatric center.
Mrs. Collins also said corrections officials would take a hard
look at the leasing of a privately developed prison. And she said
corrections and finance officials had been told to begin planning
for "a major new prison," although she stopped short of pledging
her personal support.
"I didn't think I'd ever have to
do another one, but I guess I'll
start all over," said Farris •
The county Fire-Rescue
Squad also fought a fire at
Thornton's Body Shop on Ky. 121

North early Monday morning.
Ten men and two trucks
responded to the fire, which was
caused by ga furners filters igniting. The building received
minor smoke damage.

District Court Summary
Victor Fromm, Grand Knight, John Evans and Larry Wheeler

Knights' Tootsie Roll Drive
will be held this weekend
The Murray Council.. each
year donates its proceeds of the
money donated to the local
W.A.T.C.H. -(Work Activities
Training Center for the Handicapped) program. This year,
using this "seed money," the
local cOuncil was able to get a
1983 van with a chair lift for the
local program. We were also
able to tap into this fund and
donate $5,000 to the local
WATCH. program building
fund, a spokesman noted.
Health officials estimate there
are 105,000 mentally retarded
persons in Kentucky, of whom
95,000 are mildly retarded.
These citizens need special
training and our support and
assistance.
The Knights of Columbus,
through the Tootsie Roll Drive
and the Mental Retardation
Foundation, are working to provide that assistance for our
special citizens.

The eighth annual Knights of
Columbus Tootsie Roll Drive
will be held October 5-6 in
-Kentucky.
Knights and their families will
be handing out Tootsie Roll candy at banks and shopping
centers and accepting contributions which will benefit mentally
retarded citizens.
Tootsie Roll funds, with state
and federal matching grants,
are distributed throughout Kentucky through the Knights of
Columbus Mental Retardation
Foundation of Kentucky, Inc.
In 1983 the Knights of Kentucky collected contributions
totaling $78,363. Disbursements
through the Mental Retardation
Foundation in 1983 amounted to
$1,338,481.
Tootsie Roll contributions are
used as seed money to start
sheltered homes, and for vans.
buses, workshops, health services and recreational
activities.

The following is a summary of
the cases brought before the
Calloway County District Court
this week. Unless otherwise
noted, a court cost of $47.50 was
'automatically paid by the party
mentioned. (A "fee" refers to a
sheriff's fee.1 In the event of any
type of suspensions, figures
listed represent those fines or
sentences after the suspended
portion has been subtracted.
Those parties appearing before
Judge David Buckingham may
have either paid a fine, fee,
court cost, made restitution or
received a sentence. Some cases
may have been continued, passed on to another court date or
dismissed for a variety of
reasons. Minor traffic violations
and offenses involving minors
are not included in the following
list:
Charles Blanton, resisting arrest, continued
Chico F Musgrow, theft by unlawful taking
over $100. bound over to grand jury
Paul R Quintus. Sr . first.degree assault.
continued
Terry Manning. theft of services over WO,
continued,
Terry Lynn Manning. driving with revoked
license, continued
Richard E Lowe, charge listed previously,
faded to appear
Jimmy Bolen, first-degree criminal trespassing, 90 days suspended on condition Ito like offense for Iwo years
Michelle Johnson. theft by deception, continued to pay

Jerry W Crawford. theft by deception under
5100. 30 days suspended on condition of restitution and no like offense for one year
Keith B Edwards. possession of marijuana.
trafficking in marijuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia. continued.
,....19flaPtaker also known as William Davis
second-degree criminal possession of forged instrument. continued to circuit court
Craig Rogers defrauding secured creditor.
continued
Lee Rogers, defrauding secured creditor
continued
James Franklin Kendall. charge listed
previously. continued to pay.
Laurie Mott, charges listed previously continued to pay
Kevin Mott, charge listed previously, cos•
tinued to pay
Tyson Mosley. charge listed previously, failed
to appear
Jerry Wayne Batey charge listed previously,
continued
Steve Tharp. charge listed previously.
continued
L.0 Martin charge listed previously, faded to
appear
DanielGriffey. fourth-degree assault
continued_
Maryam A. Hekmat. theft by deception under
1100. $40 fine suspended on condition of no like of.
tense for one year
David Adams falsely reporting an incident.
continued.
Beverly Burgess Terrell. theft by unlawful taking under 9100, $75 fine
Ray S Moore. theft by deception under $100,
continued
Brenda Elaine Richardson. theft by unlawful
taking under $100. continued
Rita G Brandon, theft by unlawful taking
under $100, F/5 fine
Nineteen residents were charged with not having city vehicle stickers Most were given
suspended fines of $10 and paid court costs

HONORS RECEIVED- The Murray High School Tiger Marching Band won -honors at the Eighth Annual Lone Oak Invitational Band Festival at Lone Oak. They were best color guard
and best percussion in Class AA, and first place in class and the
Sweepstakes award, indicating the highest score at the contest
overall. Section leaders include Rusty Wright, percussion;
Robert Lyons,tuba; Glen Olson,low brass; Crissy Wolf and Karl
Olson, flutes; Lisa Shoemaker, clarinet; Nancy Smith and AnneMarie Hale, French horn; Phillip Carter and Brian Fish,
trumpets; Lee Estes, colorguard. Soloists include Jenny Hammat, David Weatherly, Brian Fish, Glen Olson, Phillip Carter,
Nancy Smith, Anne-Marie Hale, Meagan Stroup and Kellye
Olson. Pictured from left, Chuck Bradley, assistant director,
Heather Doyle, field commander, Lee Estes, colorguard captain,
Rusty Wright, percussionist, and Gary Muffins, director..
Pboto by Carter Studio

Floyd Poore...
(Cont'd from page 1)
say that construction will route
too much traffic onto 121's present connector, Sycamore
Street.
Poore said he thinks work on
Glendale could be completed in
time to alleviate traffic problems resulting from the 641
work. Acquisition of right-ofways on Glendale "won't be that
difficult," he said.

Now Enjoy The Great
Outdoors Indoors

WINS HONORS - The Calloway County High School Laker
Marching Band won three trophies at the Fourth Annual Providence Marching Band Festival at Providence on Saturday.
They were first in Class AA, Best Band Front and Best Percussion. Pictured, from left, James Dowdy, Susan Prescott, Nathan
Futrell, Jana Burkeen, Shelby Morgan, Tony Lovett, Allen
Campbell, Kevin Crawford, James Young, Buffy Greek, guard
captain, Debi Jackson, Angela Hendricks, Marla Tipton, Melody
Kernell and Dan Wright, band director. The band will participate
In the 16th Annual Franklin-Simpson Invitational on Oct. 6.

Vandalism cited
-

Murray State
University Theatre presents...
Jason Miller's
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Charges dropped

- IA,

Charges of disorderly
conduct against Carla
Lucas Taylor, 28, of
Murray have been
dismissed in Henry
County General Sessions Court. Taylor was
one of seven county
residents arrested at the
L&N Lounge on U.S. 641
recently.
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Thank you. Murray, Because of your patronage, we've been able to
add a solarium to our building
Not only does this mean more tables to seat you. but you can erloy
your meals at Wendy's indoors in a bright outdoor setting.
In celebration. on October 2, Wendy's donated $256 to Food Line. They are a non-orckfit
eiriros TO neeoy people in the community
So stop in at Wendv"See our new solarium and eredylitzAreat
outdoors
trdoOrS

It's Wendy's way of saying

"THANKS MURRAY!"

According to
Calloway County Forest
Ranger Albert "Took"
Wilson, major damage
to a piece of road
department equipment
was avoided Monday
morning when diesel
fuel from the tractor
was ignited.
Wilson said that he
was called to Hamlin at
approximately 4 a.m. to
investigate the fire. He
said it appeared that someone had been trying
to steal the fuel from the
tractor, and set the fire
to cover their tracks.
Wilson said only two
rear tires were
destroyed during the incident. He estimated the
costs of the tires at $700.

Reservations 762-6797

October 3,4,5
8:00 p.m.
Robert[Johnson Theatre
Murray State University

Correction
A report in yesterday's Raper or on nrel_
dent involving Cynthia
Ragsdale and Elizabeth
Owen was incorrect. According to the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department, Owen was traveling west on Ky, 94-when
she turned into the path
of Ragsdale, who was
traveling east on Ky. 94.
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PERSPECTIVE
Postal hike is fair
The cost of a stamp on first class mail will be
going up again at the first of the year, probably
to 22 cents.
It is the first raise since 1981, when the price
was boosted from 18 cents to 20 cents.
The Postal Rate Commission had been asked
by the U.S. Postal Service for a 23-cent rate, but
decided that was a penny too high. The Postal
Service board of governors is meeting to decide
whether to accept the comission's decision.
"We think that 22 cents is a fair and equitable
rate," said Janet Steiger, rate commissioner
chairman. And so do we.
Actually, the United States is on the low end of
the scale when it comes to postal rates. It has the
lowest postal rate of any industrialized country.
Norway charges 33.6 cents to deliver a first-class
letter. In West Germany, it's 31.1 cents,
Australia 28.7, Japan 26.8, Canada 32, France
25.2 and Britain 23.7.
We would like to see the Postal Service collect
enough on stamps and special services to pay its
way without subsidies from the federal government. Last year, the government paid no subsidies but did pay the Postal Service $789 million
in "revenue forgone" — money to cover the bulk
mailing costs of non-profit organizations.
We also would like to see the Postal Service
reach an agreement with the National Association of Letter Carriers and the American Postal
Workers Union. The two unions, with a combined
membership of 510,000, have been working
without a contract since July.
At present, there is no face-to-face bargaining
going on between principal negotiators. The
Postal Service and the unions are at odds over a
Postal Service request for a three-year freeze on
wage rates and a two-tier system that would pay
new employees 23 percent less than existtng
workers.
Walkouts against the Postal Service are illegal
and Postmaster General William F. Bolger has
said that he will fire any employees who go on
strike.
For the first time in its history, the Postal Service has achieved a surplus for two consecutive'
years — $802 million in 1982 and $818 million in
1983.
We hope that an agreement will be reached
soon on labor contracts — and that the agreement will allow the Postal Service to continue to
operate in the black.

looking back
Ten years ago
A Ride-A-Bike for Retarded Day in Murray
and Calloway County will be on Oct. 5. It will be
sponsored by the Murray Kiwanis Club, Council
for Exceptional Children and Four-H Club.
A feature story about Charles Guthrie, director of the Adult Learning Center at Murray State
University, written by Dwain McIntosh, is
published today.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles C. McAdoo on Sept. 26 and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. John Dale on Sept. 24.
Cindy Bailey was installed as worthy advisor
of Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls. Debbie Nance is the outgoing worthy
advisor.
The Murray High School Tigers will meet
Caldwell County Tigers in a homecoming game
at Holland Stadium on Oct. 4. Candidates for
Homecoming Queen are Cindy Chrisman, Lisa
Harrell and Lynn Hewitt.
Twenty years ago
Miss Patsy Hendon, freshman from Murray,
was named as an attendant of Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity at Murray State College.
Harold Irvin, minister of the Hickory Grove
Church of Christ, will be the speaker at a gospel
meeting at the Pleasant Valley Church of Christ,
Oct. 4 to 11.
Mrs. T.A. Thacker of Murray Memorial Baptist Church was elected as president of the WMIJ
of the Southwestern Baptist Region at a meeting
held at the First Baptist Church, Fulton.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mohundro.
Emily Wolfson and Annette Schmidt conducted a workshop on "Stitchery" at a meeting
of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Thirty years ago
Pfc James R. Harrison, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Harrison, Rt. 1, Hardin, has been serving
with the 25th Division in Korea.
Navy Lt. (jb) Roscoe E. Hayes, husband of
Mrs. Ann V. Hart Hayes, is serving aboard the
attack cargo ship USS Andromeda.
Jesse Stuart, writer and poet from the hill
country of Kentucky, will be the speaker at the
annual session of the First District Education
Association on Oct. 8 at Murray State College.
Pvt. Purdom Lovett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Lovett, Rt. 2, Murray, is serving with the 325th
Airborne Infantry Regiment at Fort Bragg, S.C.
New officers of the Dexter Homemakers Club
are Mrs. A.V. Reeves, Mrs. Ivan Jones and Mrs.
Lee Ernstberger.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Two stories about old trees that fell
the wrong way when they were cut down
"Timber!""nmber!"Can't you
shield was shattered and its hood
hear'em callin'for timber! Timber
and roof caved in. It's still in the
gotta go down the river tonight!"
shop being repaired.
Wasn't that the way the old song
Another, a Datsun 200-SX,
went? One of those of which you
belonged to Carol Statkiewicz, at
could understand the words when
the time employed in the office of
they played and sang it on the
Dr. Richard Blalock. She now
radio.
works for Dr. Richard Crouch.
I thought of it the other day when
Damages to her car have been
I heard this story. It concerns our
estimated at $900.
former County Judge Robert 0.
I haven't been able to determine
(Bob) Miller, one of my good
to whom the third car belonged.
friends and a former classmate at
Witnessing it all from the
Murray State more years ago than
hospital's parking lot was Jim
either of us care to admit.
Armbruster, the facility's daytime
Bob, whose place on South 9th at
security officer.
Vine borders the south parking lot
Bob, from a position near the dog
of Murray-Calloway County
pens and with one hand in his
Hospital, had a big tree near his
pocket and the other
bird dogs' pen which needed to
characteristically holding one of
come down.
his familiar cigarettes, also watchIt was a big tree, a poplar, staned as the big tree came crashing
ding something like 75 feet high
down.
and about two feet in diameter at
Spying Jim across the way, he
its base. There are — or were —
called out in that drawling, resounseveral of them about that size
dant voice of his. "Hey, Jim! How
near the dogs' pens.
many of'em did it get!"
Bob had engaged Darrell
"Just three, Bob, just three,"
Rickard to cut it down, cut it up and
Jim yelled back. The rest of them
haul it away.
are okay!"
• • •
The day Rickard showed up to tio
the job was one of those gusty, winBob's experience with his old
dy ones we were having a couple
poplar tree caused Jtm to recall a
weeks ago. Bob was standing by as
similar incident at Murray State
Rickard and a helper cranked up
when he was superintendent of the
their chain saws and' attacked the" 'Maintenance department out
old tree, which was about 50 feet
there.
from the hospital parking lot and
Amos Tackett, who now lives in
where- Several cars were parked
Georgia, had just come to the camagainst its curb.
pus as superintendent of grounds.
• . •
Somehow in his employment pro"Now, be sure that thing doesn't
cess, he had persuaded the late Dr.
fall across my dog pens!" Bob adRalph H. Woods, the president at
monished them. The excited barkthe time, to let, him buy a brand
ing of the dogs echoed his concern.
new car for him to use in his work.
All went well at first. The
"The rest of us were riding
woodsmen made their initial cuts
around in old Army surplus and
into the old trunk after deciding in
junky vehicles," Jim chuckled,
which direction they wanted it to
"but somehow Amos got Dr. Woods
fall so to miss both ,,the dog pens
to get him that brand new car. And
and the parked cars.
it was used by him exclusively.
Just as the key cuts were made
Wasn't even kept in the motor
and the old tree began to creak and
pool."
• • •
sway, an unusually strong gust of
wind hit it from the south. Instead
The late Hatton Lovins was an
of falling in the direction intended
the Murray State grounds crew at
for it to fall, it went crashing down
the time. Many will remember
toward the parking lot and across
Hatton. He was severely mauled in
three cars parked there.
a bush hogging mishap several
One was a 1979 Mercury 'Zepher
years ago. He since has passed
belonging to Lea Ann Brandon, a
away.
receptionist in the office of Bob's
One day, Hatton and two or three
physician son, Dr. Dan Miller, in
of the other grounds people were
the nearby Mason Memorial
taking down a big tree on the camMedical Arts Building. It received
pus. It was in the area about where
the brunt of the blow as its wind-

the General Service Building and
the maintenance department' bf-(ices are today. The project was
under Tackett's supervision.
They had a truck hooked to the
tree so when it began to fall, it
could be pulled in the direction in
which they wanted it to fall.
While Hatton and the others were
cutting away at the tree. Amos
drove up in his new car, a Ford.
Where he parked wasn't very far
from the tree. Hatton is said to
have warned him about the
possibility of the tree falling on it.
Evidently, Amos didn't pay much
attention to the warning.
Calling the tree-cutting crew
around him, he was giving them instructions about this or that when
Hatton, apparently disinterested in
the proceedings, went back to his
chain saw and again cutting on the
old tree.
The driver of the truck, whose
job it was to keep the guideline
taut, hadn't returned to the truck
from the hastily-called conference
before the old tree began to pop and
creak in its death throes.
Instead of crashing down in the
direction planned, the tree fell just
as Hatton had warned — right
across the top of Amos' new Ford
car.
• • •
He was fit to be tied. Fearful of
public reaction should word of the
mishap got out, Amos quickly had
the car towed away and stored in
one of the maintenance buildings
on campus.
A few days later, either during
the early morning hours or after
hours in the afternoon, it was towed
to Parker Ford's body shop, where
the damage was assessed.
It needed a lot of body work as
well as a new top, which had to be
ordered. This would have taken
more than a several days. Rather
than wait for that, Amos told them
to go ahead and beat the thing back
-into shape the best they could and
fill in the rest with bondo, an auto
body putty. And this they did.
The car was repaired as well as it
could have been and was a 'fixture
on the campus for years afterwards. "I can see it now," Jim
laughed, "Going around with that
bondo dried up and cracked all
over just like dried out mud in a
creek bottom."
•

•

•

The incident caused quite a few

Q. HOW TO STOP TERRORIST TRUCK-BOMBING OF U.S. EMBASSIES.

ripples on the campus, so the story
goes. The late Preston Ordway.
who was the college's' business
manager at the time, wanted to
make Amos pay for the damages to
the car, but Dr. Woods wouldn't let
him do that.
Instead, Hatton lost his job
because of it, and this created quite
an uproar across the community.
Many felt that the tree falling cross
the car wasn't really Hatton's fault
and he didn't deserve to be fired.
And my friend, Bob Miller. was
right in the middle of that, too,
helping to look after Hatton's
interests.
So, if there is a moral to these
two yarns, I suppose it is this:
When you get ready to cut down a
tree, be sure every car in the vicinity is well without the reach of its
limbs.

capitol ideas
by torn raum
WASHINGTON (AP) — For
once, the Senate was determined to
get the big picture — or at least into
the big -picture.
"Uncross your legs,'' a
photographer commanded from a
perch in the spectator's gallery.
"Will the doorman over there
please move a little to your left ...
no, that's too far. A little to your
right?"
It was time for the Senate to have
its "official photograph" taken and
senators, taking time out from the
press of end-of-session business,
were acting like giddy students
assembling for a school photo.
Sen. Malcolm Wallop, R-Wyo.,
put his hand in front of the face of
Sen. Jake Garn, R-Utah. And Sen.
Howard Baker, R-Tenn., kept urging senators to take their seats. "It
will take just a moment," Baker
pleaded.
It was one of the rare occasions
when cameras are allowed into the
Senate chamber. Senators recently
rejected an effort by Baker to permit gavel-to-gavel television
coverage of the Senate. In fact,
senators had to pass a special
resolution to the class portrait to be
taken by the National Geographic
Society.
The way the cameras were set
up, in the rear corner of the,.
chamber, Deraocrats could be
photographed by just turning their
heads slightly, but Republicans
had to engage in various contortions to present anything other
than the backs of their heads to the
cameras.
Baker invited his GOP colleagues to "turn around and look at
the camera. Those on the
Democratic side will be more
favorably situated."
Republicans turned' around in
their seats and smiled woodenly.
Baker couldn't resist the opportunity to get in a dig at Sen. Russell
Long, D-La., who had successfully
blocked the effort at televising
Senate proceedings.
"I would point out to the senator
from Louisiana that if we had TV in
the Senate, it would be like this all
the time," Baker said.
Baker, an avid amateur
photographer, said: "I am going to
take my seat now and I would encourage the photographers to proceed — if they know how."
Sen. Barry Goldwater, also an
amateur photographer, looked up
at the spot where photographers
were manning two large studio
cameras on tripods. "Any film in
them?" the Arizona Republican
asked.

A. LET 1HE AIR OUT OF THE TIRES
heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns,
write to Heartline, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
You will receive a prompt reply.
but you must include a self addressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed
In this
HEARTLINE • Our senior citizen
groups has recently been talking
about the problems of funding
social security and Medicare. We
were wondering, do aliens and
prisoners receive social security
and Medicare? L.S.

ANSWER': Limitations on
benefits paid. to some aliens and
prisoners were added in 1983. An
alie-n who is receiving benefits as a
dependent or survivor of an insured worker (whether or not the
worker is a citizen) and who has
been outside the U.S. for six consecutive months will, under the
new law, have his or her benefits
suspended. Some exceptions are
made for young children an for
beneficiaries who lived in the U.S.,
and had the relationship with the
worker that established eligibility
for benefits, for at least five years
Benefits may also continue where
International social security
agreements are in force.

Benefits may not be paid to a person who is confined in a jail for a
felony, except in limited circumstances where the felon is successfully participating in an approved rehabilitation program.
Benefits paid to the felon's spouse,
child. etc., are not affected.
HEARTLINE: My mother has
cataract& Dna IQ nasally blind. She
has always been wary of doctors,
and hasn't seen an eye. =7,-aslyet.
Can you tell me a little about this
cataract surgery? Does it really
help and is it very risky? M.E. •
ANSWER: The treatment for
cataract is surgery to remove the
clouded lens. One of the safest
operations a patient can undergo,

cataract surgery offers a successful means to restore vision in
More than 95 out of 100 patients for
whom surgery is recommended

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Now that we are well into another
school year, these lines from the
poet kari sandburg might brighten
the outlook of a few elementzr:-..rs
teachers, students and parents:
Children are born with rainbows in their hearts, and you'll
never reach them unless you
reckon with rainbows.
Reckoning with rainbows might
be easier than reckoning with
numbers...do you reckon??

•
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MURRAY TODAY
Food allergy as migraine cause discussed
LONDON (API —
Allergy to food — mainly milk, wheat and eggs
— is a major cause of
migraine, and the
debilitating headaches
can be prevented in
most cases with diet and
a drug, a British expert
said.
"I have no doubt at all
that most migraine sufferers will benefit by
pursuing this treatment" of a controlled
diet and a food allergy
drug. said Dr. Jean
Monro, consultant
allergist at London's
Nightingale Hospital.
The doctor and two
colleagues established a
link between food
allergy and migraine
among a group of patients at the National
Hospital for Nervous

Diseases in London.
Their findings were
published by The
Lancet, an authoritative
British medical journal.
Some previous studies
have shown food allergy
is one of the contributing causes of
migraine, intense
headaches usually confined to one side of the
head and often accompanied by nausea and
visual problems. Other
triggers of migraine include chemicals, stress,
flickering lights, strong
perfume, tobacco fumes
and staring at zig-zag
lines. The underlying
cause of migraine is not
known.
Mrs. Monro said her
research confirmed
earlier findings and
identified "for the first

time a particular drug
(sodium cromoglycate
that is specifically effective in protecting
against food-allergy,
migraine."
Sodium cromoglycate
is commonly used in the
treatment of food
allergy but was not
previously known to
prevent headaches, she
said.
The study involved
nine sufferers of severe
and frequent attacks of
migraine, who underwent treatment in 1983.
The patients, men and
women between the
ages of 30 and 64, were
first put on a diet
avoiding food coloring,
additives, sugar, tea,
coffee, alcohol and other
substances known to bring on migraine attacks.

PRESENTS PROGRAM — Gale Vinson, right, soloist, sang selections
from "The Sound of Music" with Joan Bowker as pianist at the Sept. 20th
meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club. They were
Introduced by Martha Guier, program chairman. Thelma Warford
presented plans for the Business Fund Drive by the members for the Arthritis Foundation and urged each one to assist in this special project.
Reservations for the First District meeting at the Murray club house on Oct.
11 should be made by Oct.4 with Betty Lowry,general chairman for the day.
Oneida Boyd will be hostess chairman for Thetas at the district meeting.
Hostesses were Anna Mae Thurman and Anita Mansfield.
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Couple schedules wedding Oct. 20

After showing no improvement, they were
Mr. and Mrs. J.D.
then put on diets Elkins, Rt. 7, Murray,
avoiding, in sequence, announce the engagemilk and milk products; ment and approaching
all grain cereals, in- marriage of their
cluding wheat, rye, youngest daughter,
barley, oats, corn, Sarah Katherine, to
millet and rice; meats; Michael Lewis Futrell
and fruit seeds and nuts. of Viola. He is the son of
The headaches im- Mrs. Mae Futrell of
proved on the diets Viola and Williarh
restricting milk pro- Futrell, Jr. of Paducah.
ducts and grains. Next,
The bride-elect is the
the researchers began, granddaughter of Mrs.
reintroducing individual Veola Parks of
foods to measure their Paducah, of the late
effect. Eventally, a nor- Isaac LeRoy Parks and
mal diet was resumed, of Mr. and Mrs. A.D.
all nine patients Elkins, Rt. 1, Murray.
developed symptoms of
Miss Elkins is a 1982
migraine.
,
graduate of Calloway
Tests confirmed food County High School.
allergy, and the foods
The groom-elect is the
most commonly grandson of William
associated with Futrell, Sr.. Mrs. Ola
migraine were milk, Pearl Futrell, Riley
wheat and, to a lesser Jackson and Mrs. Myrextent, eggs, the resear- tle Jackson.
chers said.
Mr. Futrell attended
Once food allergy was Lowes High School and
established, the patients now is employed by
were given sodium Semo-Security of
cromoglycate in pill Calvert City.
form or a placebo.
The wedding vows
In five migraine was will be exchanged on
eliminated, and in three Saturday, Oct. 20, at 2
severity of attacks was p.m. at the Salem Bapreduced, the resear- tist Church, Lynn
chers said. A ninth pa- Grove.
tient had no headache
Sarah Katherine Elkins
A reception will follow
after receiving the drug in the Fellowship Hall of
and Michael Lewis Futrell
and also after taking a the church.
placebo.
No invitations will be
to marry at Salem Bapti-strChurch
Placebos — pills with sent. All friends and
no active ingredients — relatives are invited to
produce improvement attend the wedding and
in .headache • sufferers the reception.
about a third of the
time, other studies
show.
Mrs. Monro said
about 7. percent of all
people suffer from
migraine at some time.
A non-credit course will be the instructor for persons who are con- University) along with
Anyone suffering_
titled "Introduction to the course.
sidering the purchase of name, address,
from migraine should
Personal Computers"
Each person will be a computer for home or telephone number and
consult .a doctor to
will be offered on assigned to an APPLE work.
Social Security number
determine whether it fs
Wednesday evenings for II + computer in the
Anyone interested in to the Office of Conrelated to food allergy
six weeks, Oct. 17-Nov. College of Science Lear- registering for the
ferences and Continuing
or one of the many other
21, by the Office of Con- ning Center for in- course should mail the Education, Murray
possible causes, Mrs.
ferences and Continuing dividual work. The registration fee of $65 State University, MurMonro said.
Education at Murray course is designed to be (with check made ray, Ky., 42071, or call
State Uniyersity.
especially helpful to payable to Murray State 762-2716.
Scheduled from 6 to 8
p.m. each Wednesday,
the introductory course
is designed for persons
who want to become
familiar with the
capabilities of personal
computers. Participants in the course _
will be introduced to
computer terminology,
word processing applications, spreadsheet
applications for financial use, BASIC programming and personal
and educational uses of
computer.
Dr. Grady Cantrell,
professor of math at
Murray State and a
computer consultant,

'Personal Computers' class planned

Luxurious
Lingerie
;

BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION — Three senior citizens having birthdays in
September were honored at a party at the Douglas Center. They are, from
left, J.D. Rogers, Ernesteen Skinner and Ovie Sue Galloway. This is a monthly event held at the Douglas Center and all senior citizens are invited. The
center is open Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch
served each day at noon.

7:15, 9110

ME
ALLOF
MARTIN
STEVE
LILY TOMLIN
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A UNIVERSAL RELEASE

Open
Front
Baby
Doll
P S,M,L
Turquoise,.
Blue

CINE 1 & 2

DeVanti's

7:10 1151/0
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CHARLES BRONSON

753-1314

ffretVa

comae.center 7533314

$14.00.

Prime Rib
with

8 Oz.
potato and house salad

$16.00
"V" Ruffled
Toga
P,S,M,L
;Dlympic Rose,
Electric Blue

Murray, Ky.

R:
44

7:15, 9110

THE RIVER RAT (PG)
*Tommy Le* Jones
filmed In Western Ky.

6 Oz. Chop

1:56, 5:56

They ve been.loughed or
pidr.ed on on put down.

with potato and solad bar

REVENGE
OF THE

5 Oz. Sirloin

Tt,l,fTMCI0TU ,ION

5 Oz. Rib Eye

THE BEAR (PG)
*Gary Busey

with potato and salad bar

chestnut at. 753-3314

Every Tuesday

TACO TUESDAY
rffliatroy Tac '
la

Moo Hour= 910 — 5:00
LIMIT

.

0Hite

Offer Good Aii Day

No r^vpons - No Limit

THCO JOHN'S®
Across from WU Stadium
Open 10 A.M. Daffy

t,
le Hwy •
Mott

8395

$495

with potato and salad bar

7:01, SIIS

014 TME SGUARt • MURRAY KENTUCKY

$795

Its Tacor

$645
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Rainey'6 21,
By RAINEY APPERSON

When you think about one of
the many hot soups to serve for a
luncheon, chilley weather comes
to your mind. For once, the
weather co-operated for the
ladies luncheon on Wednesday
at the Murray Country Club, and
dipped into the 40's and 50's.
Patsy Miller and Lynn Stout
planned the menu when
September was still in the 80's,
but Wednesday was perfect, and
the guests were appreciative.
The women of the club love to
entertain with a flair, and many
ask one of us on the committee
for the recipes, so here they are.
• • •
Cream of Broccoli Soup
- Serves8
1 bunch fresh broccoli
3 cups chicken broth
% onion, chopped
4 TBsp. marg. or butter
5 TBsp. flour

1 carton half and half
add the sugar, beating until light
Salt and pepper to taste.
and fluffy. Add- eggs, one at a
Chop broccoli and onion, and
time, beating well after each
cook them in the chicken broth
addition.
until slightly soft. Make a roux
Combine flour, baking
of butter and flour. Cook three powder, soda and
salt; add to
minutes stirring constantly. Add creamed mixture
alternately
broccoli and stock to roux. To with sour cream,
beginning and
avoid lumps, stir constantly un- ending with flour
mixture.
til thick. Thin to prepared con- Spoon half of butter
into a greassistency with half and half.
ed and floured 13x9x2-inch bak• 4 •
ing pan.
Mocolate Chip Coffee Cake
• • •
1 cup butter or margarine,
Sour Cream Corn Bread
softened
2 eggs, beaten
1 cup sugar
1 cup self rising meal
3 eggs
1 cup cream style corn
3 cups all-purpose flour
1 cup sour cream
1 tablespoon baking powder
113 cup minced onion
1 teaspoon baking soda
Melt
stick oleo in glass
% teaspoon salt
casserole (13x9). When warm,
1 (8-ounce) carton commer- cook at 325 degrees
for 40-50
cial sour cream
minutes.
1 (12-ounce) package
• • •
semisweet chocolate morsels
Serving with Patsy. Lynn and
% cup firmly packed brown me were Neva Gray Allbritt
en,
sugar
Alice Purdom, Dot Emerson,
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
Freda Steely, Geri Andersen
Cream butter; then gradually and Faye Austin.
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Hasty and Moore wedding planned
The approaching marriage of Miss Sherri Gail
Hasty to Roger Dale
Moore. son of Ms. Brenda Moore of Hardin and
Doug Moore of Taylor.
Mich., has been announced by her parents,
Ms. Joyce Hasty of Murray and George Hasty of
Henderson.
Miss Hasty will be a
1985 graduate of
Calloway County High
School.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Myrtle
Wilkerson of Farmington and of Clayton
Hasty of Fancy Farm.
Mr. Moore is a 1983
graduate of Calloway
County High School. He
is employed at Kozy
Koach in Murray.
He is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Watson of Hardin and of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul.
Moore of Taylor, Mich.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday, Oct. 6.

Sherri Gail Hasty and
Roger Dale Moore to marry

Local professors attend conference

ANNUAL DAY - Bob (Frosty) Miller, left, and Dan McDaniel presented a program on "Antiques:
Buying at An Auction" at the annual day on Sept. 20 at Pagliai's by the Calloway County Homemakers
Association. They were introduced by Sherrie Yarbrough, seated left, county vice president.

'Antiques' discussed at Annual Day
•Kifty-seven persons Gladys Mitchell,
were present at the An- Wadesboro; Rosezella
nual Day of the Outland and Helen
Calloway County West, Pottertown; Ellen
Homemakers Associa- Orr and Justine Story,
tion held on Thursday, South Pleasant grove.
Sept. 20, at Pagliales.
Special music was
Guest speakers were presented by Ann Lough
Dan McDaniel and Bob who played a dulclimer
(Frosty Miller. Their made of black walnut by
discussions were about a lady from New
"Antiques: Buying at Concord.
An Auction." They had
Judy Stahler, past
on display several anti- president, presided in
que items.
the absence of Maxine
Sherrie Yarbrough, Scott. county president.
vice president. introduc- Margaret Taylor gave
ed ,the speakers. She the, devotion with
also gave a history of reports and roll call by
the Calloway County
a'n e Newell,
Homemaker Assoeia- secretary-treasurer.
tion, a membership - Mrs. Scott was named
report and recognized as the "Homemaker of
perfect attendance.
' the Yea-r" with the
Mrs. Yarbrough also presentation being
had the memorial made by Mrs. Yartribute to the following brough. Mrs. Scott has
members who have died been active in 4-H Club
during the past year: and homemaker work
Verda HaPpy: Pacers; for many years.
Mary Weaks and Lucille
Clubs and their
Grogan, Paris Road; -presidents are as

Caviar eggs recipe is listed
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
COCHTAII.,PARTY
Caviar Eggs, Carrot
Curls, Pate, French
Bread and Beverages
Caviar Eggs
6 large eggs
% cup parsley leaves
minced (% cup)
2 tablespoons

follows: Cheeful, Anita Perry;
Countryside, Faye
Ward; Dairywives,
Youlanda Grooms; Dexter, Irene Mitchuson;
Friendship, Beverly
Peckenpaugh:
Harris Grove.
Elizabeth Parks; New
?Concord,- Nelda Cook:
New Providence, Beth
Falwell; Pacers, Sue
Fairless; Paris Road,
Faustine Walker; Pen-

ny, Ruth Parker; Pottertown, Mary Hopson;
Progressive, Gayle
McGregor; South Murray, Zeffie Woods;
South Pleasant Grove.
Clara Brandon; Suburban, Sue Dunn; Town
and Country, Judy Lyle;
Wadesboro. Paula
Palmer.
Jean Cloar is county
extension agent in home
economics for Calloway
County.

Italian Spaghetti
Special
ONLY

$ 1 49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

with caviar, Cover and
chill. Before serving,
garnish with parsley
sprigs. Makes 6 servings - 2 halves per
portion.

Dr. Roger Reichmuth,
chairman of the Department of Music at Murray State University,
completed his term as
president of the Kent.ucky Arts Administrators Association at the group's
fourth annual conference held recently in
Louisville.
Others who
represented Murray
State at the two-day
meeting at the Galt
House were Dr. William
Parsons, dean of the
College of Creative Expression, and. Dr. Mark
Malinauskas, director
of the University
Theatre.
Parsons led a session
dealing with state funding formulas concerning the arts and positive
ways to increase arts
visibilty.

ecutive director of Ken- the Arts in Louisville:
tucky Citizens for the and Allan Cowan, direcArts; Pat Goldberg, tor . of the Greater
educational director of Louisville Fund. for the
the Kentucky Center for Arts.

Alicia Fowler,
bride-elect of Mark
Young, has made
her selection of pottery and stainless
from our reigstry.
The wedding will
be Nov. 17.

OW0SPECItti-OtC11161
SAVE
111SHESEIIIIITINILEYIRNM
YS013I1ail
SAVES/1;f
ICAENlLISA
VE
$700
Only once a year do we have the opportunity to buy Whitney Spinet
pianos at a savings to us. We're passing along the savings to you.
HURRY! At these prices, supplies won't last!

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kidsi
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
Volt r oft I vat ths% 6voll of horn.. for rhos preco.

Ss

-Nuts

SAVINGS
20%

go
vi1010

rA,

,a.. ItjIt

OFF

(With $10_Purchase)

Brand Names Inclucp. Healthtex,
Azdrir;Martha Miniatures, Ruth,
Jack Tarr, Donmoor, Sweet & Sassy and Many Morl

Whitney
Italian Provincial

NOW $1295.00
1

%MO

ENTIRE STOCK

mayonnaise
2 teaspoons prepared
mustard
2-ounce jar golden
whitefish caviar
Da.•.giley sprigs
Hard-cook -eggs;
shell; cut in half
lengthwise. Remove
yolks and mash with
mayonnaise and
mustard until smooth;
spoon _back into' egg
cavities and smooth surface; spread fillings

Reichmuth served a
year as president of the
organization, which is
made up primarily of
university arts administrators in music,
speech and theatre.
dance and visual art.
He said the group,
which is, open to
representatives of both
private and public institutions, "serves to'examine improved ways
to provide settings for
the arts in the Commonwealth and to consider method§ of optimizing and sharing
resources."
Among presentera at
the confernce were:
Wendell Cave, Bob
Elkins, Shelia Gilreath
and Juanita Peterson of
the program development-staff of the Kentucky Bureau of Instruction.; Lou DeLuca, ex-

Contemporary Walnut

r"

NOW $1295.00

kinua
Spanish Pecan

Thurman s
FURNITURE

NOW $1295.00
208 MAIN
MURRAY, KY.

Air

7534834
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DATEBOOK
Tuesday,Oct.2
Southwest Calloway
will have a skating party from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Roller Skating of
Murray.
————
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will
meet, at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
————
Calloway Band
Boosters will meet at 7
p.m. in band room of
Calloway County High
School.
————
Singles Class of
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at 602
Elm St. All singles are
invited.
————
Bea Walker Group of
First B4tist Church
Women Will rheet at 7
p.m. with Fay Nell
Flbra.
————
Murray'Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at the lodge hall.
- ——
Pool Exhibition by
Nick Varner will be at 7
p.m. at Curris Center
Gameroom, Murray
State University. There
is no charge.
Delta D- epartment of
the Murray Woman's
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house.
————
Kappa Department of
the Murray Woman's
Club will have a
barbecue dinner at 7
p.m. at club house.
————
Murray Toastmasters
willmeet at 6:59 p.m. at
Western Sizzlin
Restaurant.
——
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
p.m. ..at American
Legion Building, South

GOING
OUT OF
BUSINESS
Everything
Drastically
Reduced

Tuesday,Oct. 2
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
————
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
————
Murray -Calloway
County League of
Women Voters will have
a meeting at 7:30 p.m. in
the office of Kathy
Pasco in the Gatlin
Building at North 16th
and Hamilton.
————
Reception and
Musical Showcase Concert by students and
faculty of Murray State
University will begin at
6:30 p.m. in the International Room, Executive
Inn, Paducah.
————
Wednesday,4:Ict. 3
,Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by the
senior citizens.
————
Diane Clark,
dramatic soprano, will
present a recital at 8
p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State
University.
————
Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and
Two's at 9:30 a.m. and
Story Hours at 10:30
a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Regular bowhunting
season for deer and
turkey opens in Land
Between the Lakes. This
is for persons with an
LBL Annual Hunter Use
Permit.
————
Mission groups at
Flint Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m.
————
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church Mission Groups
are scheduled to meet at
7 p.m.

Wednesday,Oct. 3
"That Championship
Season" will be
presented at 8 p.m. in
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
———
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Sorghum
Molasses Making from
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Empire Farm.

Thursday,Oct.4
monthly meeting is
scheduled at 7:30 p.m.
at Gleason Hall.
————
The Single Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. on
third floor, Education
Building, First United
Methodist Church.
————
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
————
Murray High School
J.V. Soccer match with
Thursday,Oct.4
Luncheon reserva- Paris, Tenn., will be
tions at $6 per person foL here at 4:30 p.m.
————
the First District KFWC
meeting at Murray
Murray Civitan Club
Woman's Club House on Is scheduled to meet at 7
Oct. 11 should be made p.m. at Homeplace
by today with Betty Family Restaurant.
Lowry.
————
———
Xi Alpha Delta
The Garden Depart- Chapter of Beta Sigma
ment of the Murray Phi will meet at 7:30
Woman's Club will meet p.m. at Ellis Center.
at 9 a.m.'at the club
————
house parking lot to
Preceptor Omicron
leave for a tour in the Chapter of Beta Sigma
Land Between the Phi will meet at 7:30
Lakes.
p.m. at Comnierce
Centre.
Murray Women of the
————
Moose will meet at 8
Senior citizens acp.m.
tivities will be from 10
————
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Second night of "That and Douglas Centers
Championship Season" and from 10 a.m. to 3
will be at 8 p.m. in p.m. at Ellis Center.
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
————
WINSTON-SALEM,
Jefferson Starship N.C.(AP) — There's no
will appear in concert at such thing as a green
7:30 p.m. in Racer thumb, says Robert D.
Arena, Murray State Phillips, only exUniversity.
perience and hard work.
Phillips is responsible
Alcoholics for six acres of lawn, 790
Anonymous and Al. trees and scores of
Anon will have closed shrubs and flower beds
meetings at 8 p.m. at at R.J. Reynolds InFirst Christian Church, dustries' headquarters
Benton. For informatiOn here.
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
His gardening tips:
753-7764 or 753-7663.
Have soil analyzed
————
every three years by the
Beginning typing Cooperative Extension
class will be from 6 to 9 Service; water and ferp.m. at Calloway Coun- _Mize according to the
ty High School. For in- amounts of clay and
formation call 753-5479 sand in your soil, and
or 753-3033.
surround plants with
————
mulch throughout • the
Knights of Columbus summer.

No such thing
as green thumb

Due To The Overwhelming Response,
My Perm Special Will Be Extended
Thru The Month Of October

$20 Perms, Now $14
BLACKFORD $25 Perms, Now $18

HOUSE
GALLERY
418 Main
753-8301

Lockhart fiaishes training

Violinist here Monday

NaVy Petty Officer 3rd Class David L.
Lockhart, son of Darrell D. and Georgia
Lockhart of 400 North Seventh St., Murray, has
completed the Advanced Electronics Technician
Course.The 10-week course was conducted at the
Naval Training Center in Great Lakes, Ill. During the course, students received instruction on
the Operation, maintenance and repair of communication station receiver systems, with emphasis on antenna couplers, voice terminal units
and microwave equipment.

Sally O'Reilly, a violinist on the faculty of the
Louisiana State University School of Music in
Baton Rouge, will conduct a master class and
give a recital on Monday, Oct. 8, at Murray State
University. The class will be at 10:15 a.m.followed by her recital at noon in the Farrell Recital
Hall. She was on the campus during the summer
to conduct a workshop for teachers of string
music. Mrs. O'Reilly taught at the Manhattan
School of Music in New York for nine years
before coming to LSU. She is active as a soloist,
Is a recording artist for Fox-Turnabout fond
received two Fulbright grants as well as a grant
from the Paul Foundation. A graduate of Curtis
Institute, she also has studied at Indiana University and Royal Conservatory.

Reservations are needed
The Murray Woman's Club will be the host
club for the First District meeting of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs to be held
Thursday, Oct. 11, at the club house at Vine and
South Seventh Streets. Reservations for the luncheon at $6 per person should be made by Thursday, Oct. 4, with Betty Lowry, general chairman
for the day's events.

Tennis play Thursday
Group A of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country Club will play Thursday, Oct. 4, at 9 a.m. at
the club. Peggy Billington will be a substitute.
The lineup will be as follows: Court One — Joni
Billington, Rainey Apperson, Shirley Homra and
Patsy Oakley; Court Two — Sharon Wells,
Sharon Brown, Georgian/la Moffitt and Carol
Boaz; Court Three — Lois Kelle, Andrea Hogancamp, Emmy Edwards and Brenda Marquardt.

Reservations by Friday
The Nursing Alumni of Murray State University will have its alumni banquet on Friday, Oct.
19, at? p.m. at the Holiday-Inn. Reservations are
$8 per person and should be made by Friday,oct.
5, with JoArm Mischke, 300 North 10th St., Murray, phone 753-1670. All graduates are encouraged to attend the banquet featuring Linda Clark,
former MSU instructor in maternity, whether
members of the association or not. Grafuates
who wish to join may pay dues of $10 to Mrs.
Mischke at this time. Gradues of the fifth
graduating classes; 1955 diploma and 1972 baccalaureate programs, respectively will be
honored guests.

Chapter meeting Friday
The Paris Chapter of the Full Gospel Business
Men's Fellowship International will meet Friday, Oct. 5, at 6:30 p.m. at Avalon Restaurant,
Highway 79, Paris, Tenn. Dwight Reasons, plant
engineer at the N.c.R. Corp., Humboldt, Tenn.,
will be the featured speaker. This is open to all
men and their families with dinner first followed
by the program at 7:30p.m. For information call
1-901-642-9142.

Club,plans field trip
The Murray-Calloway County Camera Club
will take a field trip to the Land Between the
Lakes on Saturday, Oct. 6. The group will meet
at 1 p.m.in the parking lot of the Calloway Public
Library to carpool to the LBL and any interested
person is invited, a club spokesman said.

MS meeting Saturday
The MS (multiple sclerosis) Encounter Group
will meet Saturday, Oct. 6, at 1:30 p.m. in the
cafeteria of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. This is open to all persons with MS
along with their families and friends.

121 North at Coldwater
489-2697

Phyllis' Beauty Shop
Phyllis McClure, Owner & Operator

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and -Accepted
Masons will sponsor a ham breakfsat from 5 to 11
a.m. on Saturday, Oct. 6, at the lodge hall,
HigtiWity 121 North at Johnny Robertson Road.
The charge will be $3 for allOyou can eat and the
public is invited to attend.

Tennis play Wednesday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country Club will play Wednesday, Oct. 3, at8:30 a.m.
'at:the club. The lineup will be as follows: Court
One — Ann Uddberg, Bobble Weatherly, Martha
Andrus and Renee Wynn; Court Two — Vickie
Jones, Eileen Portner, Carol Waller and Vicky
Holton; Court Three — Marilyn Gerthann and
Kathy Kopperud.

Mr. and Mrs. Philip Zacheretti, Decatur, Ill.,
are the parents of a son, Nicholas Joseph,
weighing eight pounds nine ounces, measuring
211k inches, born on Tuesday, Sept. 18, at the
Decatur Memorial Hospital. They have two
other children, Allison Courtney, 3, and Kathryn
Ann, 2. The mother is the former Tammie Bell.
Grandparents are Guido Zacheretti, Paducah,
Mrs. Pat Schaffer and Mr.and Mrs. Jimmy Bell,
all c( Murray. Great-grandparents are 011is
Beach, Mrs. Nellie Bell and Mrs. Zella Freeland,
all of Murray.

League schedules coffee
The Murray-Calloway County League of
Women Voters will have a new members coffee
on Saturday, Oct. 6, at 10 a.m. at the Calloway
Public Library. All women of the community are
Invited to attend to learn about what the league is
doing for the community, state and nation. For
information call Joan Myiroie, 759-1287.

Tom Parks will perform
Comedian Tom Parks will perform in Muriay,
State University's Curds Center Stables at 8
p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 9. The show is free and open
to the public. The 32-year-old stand-up comic is
emerging as one of the most popular comedians
on the college circuit. He travels to more than 70
campuses yearly, bringing his low-key delivery
of what he calls simply "funny stories."
Parks graduated from the University of
Florida eight years ago. After working in public
relations and managing an apartment complex,
he began his can* career at the Great
Southeast Music
Atlanta in 1973: He has
since moved tcyLos Angeles and plans a career in
nightclub comedy, TV, film and writing.

Hawaiian men will not wear
`malo' at Polynesian Center
HONOLULU (AP) —
You won't see the
"malo," the traditional
wrap worn around the
loins of Hawaiian men,
at the Polynesian
Cultural Center here
any more.
The musicians who
host visitors to the
center's Hawaiian
Village have been told to
take off their loin cloths
and put on either midilength skirts or a
shorter, paneled skirt
that covers everything
above the knee.
The malo was comfortable, everyday garb for
traditional men of
Hawaii. It was about a
foot wide and three to
four yards long, made of
kapa cloth dyed red or
yellow.
Executives at the
center say the replacement, a "pa'u." is
equally historic and
authentic.
- "It's a wraparound
found in Hawaiian
history," said Ralph

Rodgers, center president and general
manager.
. The cultural center
policy had been a long
time coming and stemmed from the opposition
of the Mormon Church,
which operates the
center, to exposure of
the human body.
"We run an organization that would not offend anybody," explained Rodgers. "Some people would not wear the
malos properly. We're
not doing a missionary
thing. But if there's
something in history
that's more modest,
we'll use it."
Rodgers said he'd
received no complaints
from visitors, "just
complaints from some
of us around the
grounds."
"We've always meant
to take them out of the
malos," said Hawaiian
Village pperations
manager\ HErunani
KaanaEuia.

$57500
s olk jenn
As/
Fantastic Savings on All 1984 Models

Tucker TV Sales & Service
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You're stuck with ceiling tile stains

have lubricated the ago I read in your col- remover. etc..
addressed envelope to
By ANDY LANG
tracks of our garage umn about getting a detailed in Andy Lang's Know-How. P 0 Box
.P ewsfea tures
Q. — A few years ago doors with a heavy very smooth finish on a booklet, "Wood 477, Huntington NV
we had acoustical tiles grease of some kind. I varnished surface by Finishing in the Home." 11743 Questions of
put on the ceiling of our Intend to take the grease rubbing it down with which can be obtained general interest will be
nswered in the
basement, since we had off. What kind of lubri- powdered pumice and by sending 50 cents and
a workshop there and cant can I use which oil. I did it with an old a lone, stamped. self- column
didn't want the noise go- won't cause the heavy bureau and it came out
ing upstairs. It has buildup that now is on fine. I remember using
ordinary machine oil
worked fairly well, the tracks?
A. — Don't just that my wife had around
keeping out most but not
all of the noise. Now we remove the grease. the house — the kind have a problem. There Clean the tracks that is used for sewing
was a leak upstairs that thoroughly before you machines. I now have a
seeped down through apply new lubricant. similar job, but I can't
some of the acoustical Either_ ordinary remember whether the
tiles. We were away at machine oil or graphite pumice treatment was
the final step or whether
the time and didn't will do.
Q. — I need a wrench I did something else
catch it right away. so
there are a lot of stains for tightening nuts on later. It seems to me
on the tile. I have tried water pipes behind a there was final
wiping the tiles with all bathroom wall. My local treatment.
;
A. — A pumice rubkinds of cleaners, but hardware dealer has
nothing seems to work. heard of it, but does not down usually produces a
Is there some kind of have any in stock and kind of satiny finish. If it
S
product that will take does not know what it is isn't as highly. polished
A FEATURE OF THIS"A" FRAME house is its stone and glass
as you wish, you can
out the stains without called. Can ydli help?
facade. The house has the owner's bedroom on the first floor, which
A. — Yes. It's called a follow it with a similar
tiles?
damaging
the
gives the owners the convenience of one-story living.. Flan
A. — Afraid not. You basin wrench and can be treatment, this time usHA1278Y has 864 square feet on the first floor and 398 on the sechave very little choice obtained in any hard- ing rottenstone, also in
ond. For more information write — enclosing a stamped, selfto paint the ceil- ware store or home powdered form. It, too.
except
addressed envelope — to architects York & Schenke, 226 Seventh
if
ing
do not want to center which has a good is applied along with oil.
you
St., Garden City, N.Y. 11530.
supply
of
tools.
-4
look at the stained
Model 0WU9035T
Q. — I see lots of adQ. — The bricks
areas. Unfortunately.
about.,
sawing
vice
swimming
.our
around
this will also take away
some of the sound. pool were laid in sand plywood so it doesn't
absorbing dualities of without using any con- splinter where the blade
'Rinse and Hold cycle
crete or mortar. It goes through the wood,
•Porcelain-on-steel
the tiles.
but my problem is that I
& Automatic Prerinse
By BARBARA MAYER
Q. — Our colored worked very welj for...
Interior
The paring knife is an heavy since it will be usand
handsaw
a
use
still
cycle
•Econ-wash
has
enoss
now
but
years,
fruit,
chop
to
AP Newsfeatures
refrigerator has a tiny
extension of one's hand. ed
•10 pushbutton
about that.
drying
air
'Forced
As an aid to preparing The blade is usually vegetables and meat. chip in it. I probably started to grow between nobody talks
selections
I be using it
good food, few cooking fairly straight or slight- The blade should extend would let, it alone, and the joints. We recently Or shouldn't
plywood?
on
of
part
to
tools can surpass the ly curved. The tip well below the handle
few -people would notice put a cover over
A. — Yes, a
WE STOCK
utility of a good sharp should be sharp since allow clearance for It, but my wife wants it the pool area. This area
FACTORY
ood.
can
be used on
is
moss
ALL THE PARTS
the
choppwhere
is
when
interest
new
knuckles
The
knife.
repaired. I know there is
you'll use it to acTRAINED
NEEDED FOR
in cooking has therefore complish tasks such as ing. The chef's .knife a spray enamel on the growing. Is this because' -The plywood should be
the good side
SERVICE DEPT.
led to increased interest hulling strawberries must receive regular market for just such the cover has prevented Cut with
REPAIR
in buying and taking. and removing potato sharpening because it is touchups, but it seems the sun from getting to up.
Q. — in using stain, do
good care of kitchen eyes. The shortness of subjected to constant silly to use a spray on a that part of the bricks?
a sealer before or
need
I
grows
Moss
Yes.
—
A.
try
it,
test
To
your
impact.
is
knives.
tiny mar. What
the blade (Usually betwhere there is damp- after applying it?
Nevertheless, knife ween three and four in- chopping a green pep- suggestion?
A. — There are two
producers say there are ches long) permits max- per. The knife should
A. — Spray some of ness and a lack of
of thought about
schools
who
both
dealer
A
through
sunlight.
still some serious imum ease in handling. cut neatly
the paint on a piece of
misconceptions about
The handle is relative- pepper and pepper skin. coated paper, sells swimming pool that. Manufacturers
Your
ost ly large in relation to the You should be able to preferably wax. Dip the supplies can sell you a also have their. ideas,
knives. One of th
ea blade since it has to fit handle it to produce a end of a toothpick into special chemical made based on the products
Kelvinator Dealer
damaging is th
that a very sharp knife the whole hand. The continuous "rocking" the paint and apply it to to prevent the growth of they sell. Always check
753-5341
209 S. 3rd
the mar. You may have moss and other unl' the label on the stain
is dangerous. In fact, a blade of a paring knife action.
is
what
see
to
container
is
The slicing knife
wellbala.nced knife of will generally be thinner
to apply as many as 10 wanted greehery. Be
optimum sharpness is -than that of a chef's designed to cut thin, or 12 coats to get a good sure to follow the direc- advised. If there is no
actually safer than a knife because finesse smooth and even slices match. If you try to tions on the container such advice, seal it both
dull knife which may rather than heft is what from roasts, steaks„ disguise the area with very carefully so as not before and after putting
skip, slide, tear or Is needed. A good test of poultry and large, soft one or two coats, it will to damage anything on 'the stain.
i The techniques of usbounce rather than the knife is to hull a vegetables such as eg- look like what it is.— a besides the moss you
ing varnish, shellac, lacmake a clean cut.
strawberry. It should gplant. It should be patch. Be sure before want to destroy.
bleach.
Q. — Several years•r quer. stain.
The best knives today feel like cutting through straight as an arrow, you begin that you have
are made of tempered, butter, according to Im- long enough to cover the the correct color.
high-carbon, stain - perial, a producer of area (a 10-inch blade is
Q. — You are suppostypical) and perfectly ed to test stain first on
resistant steel. This knives.
7=
que
1 treated r 10P
::
material can be given a
The utility knife is one rigid. Because of the scrap wood. I have read
prosharper edge than the size larger than the par- combination of strength that several times.
teas
old stainless steel ing knife and is used for and thinness needed at What I want to know is
..
*Low cost
12'
01111111
10'
•Resosts insects and
knives, and is not as jobs such as sectioning the cutting edge, it is why.
1.89
2.4
be
2.49
knife
this
3.15
important
"Tki:-0.. further treatment 'evulnerable to pitting and coring fruit, cubing
A. — Because stain
2.6
2.99 3.59 4.99 9...,...
and rusting as plain car- cheese, cutting dough made of top quality "takes" differently on
4.29 5.29 6.89 •Eas,to wOr M
2.6
bon steel.
and sandwiches, and steel. To try it out, cut different woods. The
When selecting a trimming meat. A thin, even slices ot hot, 'test helps you to deter
2.10 5.89 9.9910.49
"wardrobe" of kitchen typical blade size is five rare roast beef. This is mine how long the stain
CASS a u MAUL
4.4 3.99 5.99 8.99
knives concentrate on inches. Like the paring much more difficult should be left on to prosecuring the four basics knife, it should.have a than cutting the same duce the shade you
first. These are: the thin blade. Sometimes a slices from cold, well- want. As you probably
paring knife, the utility utility knife will have a done meat.
know, the longer the
knife, the chef's knife, serrated edge. You can
Once you've acquired stain is left on the wood
Pressure Treated
i
and the slicing knife. A test it by paring an the basics, you may before being wiped, the
/
,
1"x6"x12'
fifth necessity is a good orange in one con- wish to add additional darker the'co/or.
$2.00
special-use knives to
Reg.
sharpening steel, which tinuous ribbon.
Q. — The previous
s.....
.,
makes it possible to
The chef's knife is your kitchen utensils. Owner of our house must
keep the recommended
high carbon knives in
Ea
1
Special
prime cutting condition
Sharpening steels
should have both coarse
and fine sides. The
coarse side is used to
reset a dulled edge and
1"x8"x6'
the smooth side is for
realigning the knife
Reg. $1.40
.,,.-.
edge and for finishing a
Special
...........- ,
/,, ....iimmiemmi•41,
knife after it has been
......
,,..Izi;•..74......
sharpened on the coarse
$
side.
Give a 5"x7" portrait with this Musical Greeting. It plays
Portrait
Holiday
Our
it.
open
you
time
"Jingle Bells" each
,
or
-......,
Collection includes: 2-8x 10s, 3-5x7s, 15 Wallet Portraits and
one Christmas Card Card (Portrait not included). This Christf OP \NG
OA 1,00
mas, give a gift of love, give a portrait.
Is IDEtti.A S%la
I! ofiato SO
deposit. SI sitting fee for each additional subject in same
954
EXTERIOR
'IOW
EXTERIOR
portrait. Poses our selection. Not valid with any other offer.

Energy-Efficient
Dishwasher

Know your knives well

STEELE &
ALLBRITTEN

HOLIDAY PORTRAIT
COLLECTION

ig' PRESSURE
/TREATED
er 44, lifr,LUMBER
, j/
I ,

Including a Christmas
Carol Card

Weave Plank Fencing

75

grispj

Save 25° Ea.

Cedar Fencing

"OurBest
HousePaintSale"

ag'-4
a/M-

SAVE

d

spre

k

'lousepain;
FLAT ACRYLIC LATEX

ALL FOR ONLY

spre

'louse pal)
GLOSS ACRYLIC LATE'
:

If

MURRAY
HOME
8, AUTO
Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.
753-2571

via

11

GALLON
9R
IS
19.99

$

SAVE *8.00

GALLON
2119B
1
REG.
20.99

SAVE *8.00
Sale Ends 10/14/114

BLACK'S
DECORATING CENTER
701 South

4th St.

753-0839

Aluminum
Roof & Metal
Paint

i 111! I

DNS_
111

9

5 Gal. $95
dr

Solo Apollo* To Whit* & In-Stock Colors Only

2-Pc. Cutlery Sat
3 ,n panng and 6 in iii
.r.ves w 'walnut nangles 640
1TTIES WAITED

*12.95

1 20

THESE DAYS ONLY
OCTOBER:
TUES. 2
WED. 3
THUR. 4
FRI. 5
SAT. 6
DAILY: 10 AM - 8 PM
700 U. S. HIGHWAY
641 N. MURRAY
allacirs
THE PORTRAIT PLACE

Wet/Dry
Cement
5 Gal.

1 a!

$995

Dat

Rickman
Norsworthy
Lumber Co. Inc.
500 South 4th St.

753-6450
Prices Good Thru Oct. 6

1
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Six-hour school day may hamper state athletic programs
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- The 1985 state
high
school basketball tournaments will be
conducted
as in past years, despite a new regula
tion that
went into effect Monday to strengthen
the sixhour school day, said Tom Mills, commi
ssioner
of the Kentucky High School
Athletic
Association.
"Our schedule of events will be condu
cted as
scheduled. There will be no changes,"
said Mills
in a telephone interview from his
Lexington
office.
The new regulation specifies the types
of
courses to be included in the six-hour
school day,
plus "co-curricular" activities that are
"directly
related to instruction," such as study halls,
instructional field trips and club meeti
ngs.
The rub for many high school coaches
and administrators, and the athletic association,
was
that the regulation does not mentions athlet
ics either ballgames or practices - as instru
ctional
activity. They also noted that many sports
, such

as golf and tennis, couldn't be played at night
or
on weekends, because facilities wouldn't be
as
readily available as during the week.
School officials also noted at a recent public
hearing on the regulation that students would
be
forced to stay late at night to practice, especi
ally
at schools where both boys and girls teams share
the same gym, if school-hour practices were
eliminated.
School districts that don't comply risk losing
state funding.
The boys and girls state tournaments
are
traditionally held during separate weeks
in
March, with both participants and spectators
being excused from school to attend. The 1985
boys
tournament will be held in Lexington, while
the
girls tournament has been moved to Bowling
Green.
"We do realize that things like the state tournaments are scheduled well in advance
and
would create some great degree of difficulty
to

reschedule," said Barbara McDaniel, a
spokeswoman for the state Department of
Education, adding that the 1985 tournaments
probably would be allowed to continue under the
previous habit.
"But the state (Board of Education) is very
serious about cutting into instruction time. That
doesn't mean they want to cut out the tournament in any way, shape or form, though," Ms.
McDaniel added.
Ms. McDaniel said the board has asked Mills to
return to its November meeting and make a full
report on what athletic events would be difficult
to reschedule because of the new rule this year.
"At that time, the board will probably make a
statement on what would be acceptable and what
would not be," Ms. McDaniel said.
Mills said the athletic association was "making every attempt possible to schedule events
after school."
"In those cases where we can't because of a

lack of facilities, we feel the state board
will permit schools to allow athletes and students
to attend,"...he said, adding that plans for the
1986
state basketball tournaments already had
been
solidified and would be hard to change.
"I'm not saying somewhere down the
line
there won't be some changes," he said. "But
for
now, we can't see any other fair way.
"It's always been said that academies comes
first, and we agree with that," Mills said. "But
athletics are important too."
Ms. McDaniel said Superintendent of Public
Instruction Alice McDonald, James Ratcli
ff,
chairman of the state board, and Mills would
be
meeting this fall_ to discuss options.
"Superintendent McDonald has discussed
options like a future statewide spring
vacation
week where both boys and girls tourn
aments
could be played," Ms. McDaniel said. "Thin
gs
like that are available to keep students in
school,
yet continue athletic events.

SPORTS
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Sisk honored by OVC;
Racers move up to 4th
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
I AP - Murray State
_quarterback Kevin Sisk
and Middle Tennessee
State defensive end
Robert Frazier have
been named the Ohio
Valley Conference's offensive and defensive
players of the week.
Sisk, a 6-foot-2,
177-pound junior, led the
Racers to a 58-28 victory
over Morehead State
Saturday by completing
15 of 22 passes for 180
yards and four
touchdowns. Sisk also
rushed for 57 yards, giving himn 237 total yards
for the day.
Sisk continues to lead
the OVC in passing and
total offense: To date he
has completed 44 of 81
passes for 681 yards,
nine touchdowns and
seven interceptions. His
average per game is
170.3 yards with a 54.3
ccunpletioil percentage.
The Racer quarterback is third on the
team in rushing with 117
yards on 30 attempts
and one TD.
Frazier, a 6-0,
180-pound junior, made
11 tackles and set up the
only touchdown in a 16-3
victory over Akron with
a 26-yard return of a
pass interception.
Freshman safety Kelly Cutright of Eastern

Kentucky was named
rookie of the week for
contributing five tackles
as the Colonels topped
Austin Peay 20-3.
Center Rick Brito of
Middle Tennessee and
tackle Joe Spadafino of
Eastern Kentucky..were
named co-offensive
linemen of the week.
.Brito anchored a,Mitidle Tennessee line that
rushed for 197 yards
against an Akron
defense that was allowing under 100 yards a
game.
Spadafino graded at
90 percent in the Colonels' game with Austin

Negotiations falter
with baseball umps
as playoffs approach

Peay as Eastern Kentucky rushed for 231
yards. Spadafino also
recovered a fumbled
punt by the Governors
to set up the go-ahead
score.
Middle Tennessee
kicker Kelly Potter is
the league's specialist of
the week. Potter
became the OVC's
career field goal leader
with • three field goals
against Akron for a
.career total of 44.
Potter's 27-yard kick
in the first quarter put
him ahead of former
Eastern Kentucky
kicker Jamie Lovett.

NCAA Division I-AA Poll
Pos. School
Record
1. Indiana State
4-0-0
2. McNeese St., La
4-0-4)
3. Holy Cross
3-0-0
4. Murray State
4-0-0
5. Boston University
4-0-0
6. Furman
4-1-0
7. Alcorn State
3-0-0
8. Tenn-Chattanooga
3-1-0
9. Tennessee State
4-0-0„
10. Colgate
3-14
'
11. Northern Iowa
4-0-0
12. Eastern Kentucky
3-1-0
13. Arkansas State
3-2-0
(tie) Middle Tennessee
4-0-0
(tie) NE Louisiana
3-1-0
16. Rhode Island
4-1-0
17. Idaho State
3-1-0
18. Bethune-Cookma:n
3-1-0
19. Lehigh
3-1-0
20. Delaware State
8-1-0

Pts.
80
75
73
68
61
58
55
50
46
38
33
31
25
25
25
23
17
14
12
09

r

OVC AWARD WINNER - Murray State quarterbac
k Kevin Sisk (18) not
only leads the Ohio Valley Conference in both passin
g and total offense, but
he is ranked leth in the nation in passing efficiency
for Divison 1-AA.His performances this season have helped MSU improve to
4-0 while being ranked
No.4 in the Division 1-AA national poll. The Racer
s are listed as the No.3
team in scoring offense in 1-AA statistics.
File photo by Jim Rector

Chicago sends Sutcliffe to face proven Cub-killer Show
CHICAGO (AP
-The pitching line for the
National League Championship Series opener
had Eric Show of the
San Diego Padres
squaring off against
Rick Sutcliffe of the
Chicago.Cubs. But the
line could just as accurately list them as
slim and none.
Because those are the
results each club has
managed off the respec-

tive right-handers during a year where the
Cubs and Padres split 12
meetings down the middle, including 3-3 showings in both cities.
The series was to get
under way today with
the forceast calling for
temperatures near 70
under clear skies. But a
threatened strike by
major league umpires
clouded the picture.
As important as the

By BARRY WIENER
baseball along with NaAP Sports Writer
tional League President
With major league Chub Feeney - said
the
umpires ready to strike umpires were
offered an
instead of call strikes, increase to
$12,000 per
prepared to walk rather man for the
championthan call balls, negotia- ship series and
to $17,000
-tons were non-existent. per man for
the World
and baseball's Series.
postseason playoffs facThe two sides did not
ed the possibility of us- meetlionday.
_
ing substitute umpires.
"There have been no
The umpires union negotiations
at all."
has called for a walkout Phillips
said in
in a dispute over Philadelphia.
"We're
salaries, job security waiting
to hear from
and postseason them. We met last
night
assignments. The best- (Sunday) in New
York
of-five American and for -several hours
and
National League they said
they would get
playoffs began today in back to
me."
Chicago and Kansas
Later Monday night,
City.
Phillips said he had
"I don't think there's spoken
by phone with
a whole lot of chance to Brown, but said
their
work the playoffs or the talk had
produced
Series unless (the "nothi
ng of
leagues) do a complete importance
."
turniround," said Paul
In addition to the
Runge, the vice presi- monetary dema
nds,
dent of the Major -Phillips said
the- umLeague Baseball Um- pires are concerned
that
pires Association. "I they can be termi
nated
don't think anybody in with no right of
appeal
their right mind likes a "except to the
league
strike. I think we've presid
ent who makes
heen forced into a the decis
ion to terstrike."
minate them. There is
The key issues in no, real tenur
e for an
dispute were covered umpire and
no job
only for two years in the security whatever."
four-year contract
Phillips claimed the
agreement reached umpires also
are upset
April 5, 1982.
over the process for
Richie Phillips, at- selecting
crews for
torney for the umpires' postseason events
.
union, said the pay increase being offered
now by the major
leagues amounted to
$39,000, to be divide.
d
among 61 umpires.
"TV money has gone
from $50 million in 1983
to $200 million in 1984. . .
Larry Robinson, tourWe are supposed to get a nament chairman for
share of that," he said. the Murray Count
ry
"We are orbit apart."
Club match play golf,
Phillips saidThis union announced today that
was asking for six per- all players need to finish
cent of the live gate their matches as soon
as
revenue from the first possible.
three games of the
At least a dozen
league championships players have yet to comand the first four World plete matches which
Series games. In addi- should have been wraption, the union is seeking ped up by the first of
two percent of the na- September, Robinson
tional television reported.
revenue from those
The matches must be
games.
completed as soon as
American League possible in order for the
President Bobby Brown awards banquet to be
who is handling the conducted as scheduled
negotitations for on Oct. 18,

umpires roles in the con- season
at 15-4, but consecutive NL
victest could be, the started
it with a 4-0 tories and a 16-1
mark.
prevailing winds could career mark
against
San Diego Manager
prove even more Chicago. He
went 2-1 in Dick Williams said Monimportant.
his bouts with the Cubs day
that his final in"Don't forget," cau- this time aroun
d, the on- struction to Show would
tioned Cub Manager ly bruise on
his reputa- be, "Good luck."
Jim Frey. "Wrigley__ tion coming
in a head-toIf Show needed any
Field can be_ like a head July
4th war with encourag
ement, he
shootout. Under the - who else
- Sutcliffe.
wasn't saying so Monright weather condiSutcliffe, the mid - day.
He treated the protions, a long fly is a season transp
lant from spect of facing
the NL's
three-run homer."
Cleveland, won his only most
productive runShow, a proven Cub- other outing
against San scoring lineup in
front of
killer, finished the Diego on
the path to 14 what might
be some of
baseball's most rabid
fans as just another day

at the office.
"I'm going to try and
-eliminate- all the hoopla
and fanfare," Show
said.
"The Cubs have their
undisputed ace going
and if we can get by
himjt will be.very ini
portant," Show said.
"All our pitchers are
pretty close together
and beating Sutcliffe
would probably do a
great deal, hopefully, to_
demoralize the Cubs."

YOU'LL RATE HIGH
WITH US

MCC golfers
urged to end
match play

4.

10.45%

6

Month
Certificate
$2500 Minimum
18
Month
Certificate

10.90%
Annual Yield
11.6852%

_

$500 Minimum
Interest Compounded Daily

Substantial washy required
lbe early withdrawal.

12th & Main St.
f

Annual General Meeting
of the
Murray Calloway
County.Baseball

10.70% 1 Year
Annual Yield
11.4589%

Certificate

Association

$500 Minimum
Interest Compounded Daily

10.95%
Annual Yield
11.7418%

30.
Month
Certificate

IMO Minimum
Interest Compounded Daily

HOME 1110
FEDERAL
Murray, Ky.

Member FSLIC

t9-1630

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent
men and women. They buy their papers business
from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at
the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by
the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before
the 10th of
each month_ They depend on you to
write their peg
checks. •
deflection time can be an inconvenience
for you and
your carrier.
So.. paying by mail is a simple
way to avoid getting
caught without the right change
and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections.

rray Ledger & Times

Thurs. Oct. 4
7:30 p.m.
Calloway County
High School Cafeteria
Please Attend!

For oil your Travel Reservations Coll

Marie and
LIstior
7S3-0880
represeming
American and International Troveltime
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Torre joins ranks of unemployed managers
The Associated Press
Joe Torre is the latest
ex-manager looking for
a job in baseball.
"I'm going to wait until after the World
Series" to look for a job,
Torre said Monday after
he was fired by the
Atlanta Braves.
"There's no immediate
need for me to.. find
employment."
Braves owner Ted
Turner fired Torre out
of 'disatisfaction over
the team's 80-82 record
and second-place finish
in the National League
West this season.
Turner was expected to
name Atlanta coach Eddie Haas as his
replacement.
"He (Turner) has offered to have me stay on
in the organization and
he wants to talk about
that," Torre said.
However, it's likely
that Torre, who had two
years remaining on his
contract worth an
estimated $425,000, will
bounce back as a
manager with either the
San Francisco Giants or
Montreal Expos.

Joe Torre

Danny Ozark, who
replaced Giants'
Manager Frank Robinson in midseason on an
Interim basis, is retiring. Jim Fanning is expected to return to the
Montreal front office
after taking over as interim manager from
Bill Virdon earlier this
season.
A manager's job also
is open with the Boston
Red Sox: where Ralph
Houk has retired, and
the New York Yankees
say they haven't yet
made a decision on the
status of Yogi Berra.
The prime
managerial candidate
in Boston appears to be
Earl Weaver, the successful former
Baltimoremanager who
retired two years ago
and has been working as
a baseball commentator
for ABC-TV. But
Weaver said last week
he wasn't sure what he
wanted to do.
"I'm undecided as to
whether I want to
manage or not. I'm
waiting to see about my

contract with - ABC," he one way or another."
said.
After a slow start, the
The Red Sox reported- Yankees put on a strong
ly also are interested in second half to finish
John McNamara, who third in the AL East
may be on his way out with an 87-75 record.
as California Angels' Berra, 59. has one year
manager. Bobby Valentine, New York Mets'
coach, also has been
mentioned as a Red Sox
possibility.

SCOREBOARD

In the continuing
game of managerial
musical chairs. George
Bamberger was named
to manage the
Milwaukee Brewers last
week,, replacing Rene
Lachemann. The
Brewers finished last in
the AL East with a 67-94
record.
George Steinbrenner.
the Yankees' principal
owner who has built a
reputation for hiring
and firing .managers,
especially Billy Martin
who was axed three
times, said Sunday that
no decision has been
made on Berra's future.
Steinbrenner said he
would decide by
Thanksgiving Day and
that "i'm not leaning

Detroit aims to repeat season's start in playoffs
KANSAS CITY, Mo.
(AP) — The Detroit
Tigers are hoping for
the same kind of start
they had in ApriLmhen,
the ,American League's
second season begins
tonight.
The Tigers, who meet
the Kansas City Royals
in the best-of-five
American League
Championship Series,
won their first nine
games in April.
That would be two
more than they need to
capture both the ALCS
and the World Series in
October.
Hanging over the
playoffs was the threat

of a strike by major
league umpires. Marty
Springstead, John
Shulock, Greg Kosc,
Steve Palermo, Ken
Kaiser and Don Denkinger had been selected

to work the ALCS.
If they fail to report,
amateur umpires will
be used, according to
Dr. Bobby Brown, president of the American
League.

MHS 9-10th grade football team
handles Ballard Bombers, 14-8
LA CENTER, Ky. —
A 30-yard touChdown
pass -from Hugh
Houston to Mark Miller,
plus a 3-yard scoring
run by Jody Burkeen
spelled the difference
for Murray High as the
9-10th grade football
team defeated host
Ballard, 14-8, Monday
night.
Houston completed 8
of 10 passes for 104
yards, hitting his
favorite target — Miller
— with six tosses for 90
yards.
The first MHS
touchdown came with
8:10 showing in the second quarter and
although the extra point
kick failed, Burkeen
gave the Tigers a 12-0

read in the third period
with his short scoring
run.
Burkeen's touchdown
was set up by a 28-yard
pass from Houston to
Miller. The MHS conversion pass attempt
failed and Ballard
quickly made a gatrie-of
things by returning the
ensuing kickoff 95 yards
for a touchdown.

Ballard punter in the
end zone for a safety.
MHS Coach Cary
Miller said except for
the kickoff return his
team played "exceptionally- well on
defense." Chip Atkins
and Tommy Zambella
both had 11 tackles for
the Tigers and five different Murray players
came up with
interceptions.
Ballard's 2-point pass
Houston only threw
was good and the one interception for the
Bombers trailed only visitors.
12-8 with about four
Murray's next game
minutes to play in the will be a freshman contest at Ty Holland
third quarter.
Midway through the Stadium, Oct. 18,
fitial period, Murray's against Mayfield. The
Terry McCallum came freshman game against
up with a decisive defen- Reidland, Oct. 11, has
sive play by tackling the__been cancelled.

"As long as they don't
have Tiger "ca4$s-,1 don't
care," Royals' Manager
Dick Howser said.
However, moSt of the
players did care.
"We've worked long
and hard to get to the
playoffs and it would be
unfair for the best umpires not to be here,"
Detroit Catcher Lance
Parrish said.
Detroit set a major
league record by winning 35 of its first 40
games and went on to
win the AL East with a
104-58 record, best in the
club's history.
The Royals- came
from 11 games under
.500 on July 18, when
they were 40-51, to win
the AL West with an
84-78 mark.
Steve Balboni, the
Royals' slugging first
baseman who led the
club with 28 home runs,
feels that Kansas City
matches up well with
Detroit.
The Tigers will send
ace Fight-hander Jack
Morris, 19-11, to the
mound against Kansas
City left-hander Bud
Black, 17-12, in tonight's
game.
During the season,
Morris started three
games against the
Royals and came away
with'a 2-0 record, allowing 3.38 runs for every
nine innings pitched.
The Tigers were a bit
rougher on Black. He

lo KEEP THAN E

TOYOTA
GENUINE TOYOTA

`_-ENU)NE TOYOT

OIL FILTERS
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Sit's—We're
85's
Ibe
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Make
to

•Engineered to Toyota factory
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SALE PRICE $3.70 each
Some parts may be priced higher

GENUINE

GENUINE TOYOTA

DISC PAD KITS*
•Includes all hardware

On Case Lawn/Garden Tractors

TOYOTA

BRAKE SHOE KITS ____1118=1111
•Engineered to Toyota factory

Easy to Operate...
Easy to own
'Case
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Monday's Game
(hot:M.0 118, Cinvitmat, 17
Sunday. Oct 7
Denver at Detroit
Miami at Pittsburgh
Minnesota at Tampa Ha,
New England at Cleveland
Nee orleans at Chicago
N1,4 York Jets at Kansas Cit
Philadelphia at Buffalo
St Louis at Dallas
IA iwangton at Indianapolis
Atlanta at Los Angeles Hams
Houston at Cincinnati
San Diego at preen By
- Seattle at Lo;Angeles Haulers
Monday. Oct 8
San Eran.ist
is,,, at NI'. York Giants

I ,kM, I ,.

600 104
6110 12,,

Baseball Player Awards
York Mets was named
NEW YORK (AP I — RBIs with 100.
Atlanta's Dale Murphy,
Also, Bruce Sutter of NL Pitcher of tht•
who hit .327 with seven the St. Louis Cardinals Month after posting ,i
home runs and 22 runs and Dan Quisenberry of 4-1 record, a 1.29 earn
ba tted in during the Kansas City Royals ed run average and
September, was named were named winners of striking out 62 batters
the National Leaguie's the 1984 Rolaids Relief in September. In the
Player of the Month.
Man awards, joining process , Goo di• n
Murphy, the NL's Rollie Fingers as the established a rookie
Most -Valuable Player only relievers to win record of 276 strikeouts
in 1982 and 1983, finish- the award four times. and set a major-league
ed the, season in.'a tie
Sutt e r tie d record of 43 strikeouts
with Philadelphia's Quisenberry's major- in three consecutive
Mike Schmidt for the league record with 45 games.
NL home run lead with saves, while
36. The center fielder, Quisenberry had 44
who also led the league saves.
in slugging with a .54'?' Rookie Dwight
mark,
was third in Gooden of the New
.

College
Football

-

B

road.bent Arena Renovation

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(API — Renovation of
state-owned Broadbent
_Arena has been approved and will be the new
home of the Continental
Basketball League's
Louisville Catbirds,
Gov. Martha Layne
Collins' office announced today.
The $133,500 renovaUm project will begin
immediately and the
Catbirds will begin a

24-game home schedule
in December, according to a news release.
Broadbent Arena is
part of the Kentucky
Fair and Exposition
Center.

The AP Top Twenty
The Top Twenty teams in thr
Associated Press college footbal:
poll. \kith first-place votes in patio
theses, 1984 records total points
based on 20-19-18- 17, 16- 15,t1-1:,
121 I.10-9-8.7-6.5-4-3-2-1 and rank
ings in the previous:011' pts ps,
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Renovation work will ,li
include construction of
dressing rooms, a new 14 Miami. Fla
floor for basketball and It:Notre DanVe-.
new lighting. Seating 17 UCLA capacity will remain at it:.;'bill
20 Georgia
6,600.
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9
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THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901.S. SYCAMORE

WE SELL ONLY THE BEST
14 Pound Box
of 100% Pure

20 Lb. Purple Hull

Peas

round Beef

$1814

Quarter Pound Patties
Choice Whole

Ribeyes

$379

$ 1 946

Attention
Deer Hunters Cured Bacon
We Process
VI 89
Deer.
Gibson Country

Choice Sides of Beef $ 1 29
225 To 300 Lb.
Olt, Wrapped & Frozen

Lb.

—

sale & Reta;: Meat —

.GIBSON HAM CO.

513 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-4961

,

us t 127

elrefil A MOTOR SALES USA tic

Hatcher Auto Sales, Inc.

I

, West

SP,M1

SALE PRICE $14.10 kit

71

. _.

drive your Case tractor now dorm.,
Stile and get all you
,tor performance
gel

SALE PRICE $14.10 kit
Some parts may be arced higher

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

*I

lb.

SALE PRICE $3.85 each
Some parts may be priced higher

r,

was 0-1 in three starts
against Detroit, compiling a 5.89 earned run
average.
The Tigers hit 13
home runs during the 12
regular-season games
while -the RoTals hit
eight. Each team stole
six bases on the other.
Oddly enough, the
home field advantage
didn't mean much when
these two teams met.
Detroit was 6-0 in
Royals' Stadium and
—Kansas City was 5-1 in
Tiger Stadium.
The Royals' lineup
will have Willie Wilson
leading off and playing
center field, then Pat
Sheridan in right;
George Brett, third
base; Jorge Orta,
designated hitter; Darryl Motley, left field;
Balboni, first base;
White, -second base;
Don Slaught; catcher,
and Onix Concepcion at
shortstop.
Anderson platoons
many of his players.
Against the lefthanded Black, the
Tigers will lead off with
Lou Whitaker at second,
then have Alan Trammell, shortstop; Kirk
Gibson, right field; Parrish, catcher; Larry
Herndon, left field; Barbaro Garbey,
designated hitter;
Lemon, center field;
Darrell Evans, first
base, and Marty
'Castillo, third base.

D

CAR CARE DAYS!

left on his two-year club president Bill Giles
contract.
tic) make way for new
. .
On Sunday, Paul Manager John Felske.
Owens moved back The Phillies. last year's
upstairs with the NL pennant winners,
Philadelphia Phillies as finished fourth in the
a special assistant to East this season.

We Accept
Phone 763-1601 7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Stamps
Food
Sat.
p.m.
a.m.-12
7
107 N. 3rd St.
In Murray"
Market
Meat
Inspected
Federal
-Only
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'That Championship Season' opens at MSU Theatre

LEGAL NOTICE

The first show of the
Mai Theatre's season
will open on Wednesday.
Oct. 3rd. Jason Miller's
pulitzer-prize winning
play That Championship Season will be
presented on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday nights at the
Johnson Theatre in the
Fine Arts Center of the
Murray campus. Performances will begin at
8 p.m. each evening.

The City of --igu.M.-.YL(entucky has submitted its
report (F-65) on the actual expenditures of
Revenue Sharing Funds to the Bureau of Census.
This report and supporting documentation are
available for public inspection at City Hall, City
Clerk's Office, South 5th & Poplar Street, MondayFriday, October 3-10, 1984.
Holmes Ellis
Mayor
Murray, Kentucky

This production will
be under the direction of
Dr. Mark Malinauskas,
director of theatre at
MSU. The case includes
Ben Moore and Earle
Brown of Murray, Jim
Storm and Billy
Richeson of Owensboro
and James Davis of
Norris City, Ill.
According to
Malinauskas, this play
deals with a reunion of a
basketball team that

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Roman date
5 Pierce
9 Flying mammal
12 Civil injury
13 Fee
14 Native metal
15 Mexican shawl
17 Beholdl
18 Beverage
19 Foray
21 Sum
23 Persevere
27 Spanish article
28 Foreign
29 Ethiopian title
31 Greek letter
34 Negative prefix
35 Leaves
38 Running
39 Scold
41 Bespatter
42 Judge

44 Before noon
46 Musical
instrument
48 Uninteresting
persons
51 Paradise
52 Ancient
53 Printer's
measure
55 Skill persons
59 Falsehood
60 Chicken house
62 Sound a horn
63 Measure of
weight
64 Fruit cake
65 Portico

V

Frances Drake

A
0

What kind of day wW tomorrow be?
To find out what the stars say, read
the forecast given for your birth sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 191
Your charisma invites some career
gains, but you still need to be wary of
an unfeasible proposal. Accent social
life after dark.
TAURUS
(Apr.20toMay20)
411141r,
An ability to see things in the large
is an asset today, but you still should
be mindful of details. Schedule important meetings.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20
A fascinating newcomer intrigues
you romantically, but spending could
get out of hand.• You're at your best
tonight.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22 I
Absentmindedness could cause a
slip-up, which you'll be able to rectify
by day's end. Intuition is your guide
on the job.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22)
Enjoy a new romantic attraction,
but avoid obsessive behavior. Don't
take on more work than you can handle,VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
You're shrewd and down-to-earth
when it comes to business today, but
in matters of pleasure you tend to
spend foolishly.

A GE
E

DOWN
1 Possessive
pronoun
2 Female deer
3 Transgress
4 Began

10 Region
11 River duck
16 Ached
20 Lasting
22 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
23 Son of Adam
24 Spanish pot
25 Symbol for
nickel
26 Organ of
hearing
30 Packed away
32 Pitch
33 Dillseed
36 Moccasin
37 Kind of
piano: pl.
40 Vegetable patch
43 Sign on door
45 Coroner: abbr
47 Make suitable
48 Burst forth
49 Mixture
50 Clan
54 Extinct flightless
bird
56 Vessel
57 Also
58 Music: as
written
61 Either's partner

5 Beer mug
6 As far as
7 Everyone
8 Blemish
9 Glass container

=ME MEM MAO
MEEE MEEE MEE
MIME= ME MEE
MEW MEE=
MMMEENEM ME
MEE= MEM MEM
ME =MENEM ME
MEM MEE MEM=
MM MEMEEEEE
EMMEN MEEE
MEE MM =MEM
MEE MEME MEEE
MEE MEEE MEEE
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A

0

wouldn't have been able
to portray and reveal
these characters."
Malinauskas called the
play an adult drama.
All seats for MSU
Theatre productions are
by reservation. Seats
may be reserved for
That Championship
Season by calling
762-6797, or by going to
the box office in the lobby of the Johnson
Theatre. Ticket prices

Your Individual
Horoscope

Answer to Pr•vious Puz.zko
A
E
0
A
E
B
0
A
0 AT
A
A
A
00
A
A
0
0
A
0
A
V A
A

has won the state championship 20 years prior.
The coach is revealed to
be a schemer who fully
believes in the credo
"winning isn't
everything, it's the only
thing." According to
Malinauskas, this is a
brutal play that has
"rough, coarse and
frank language." But he
continued that "if the
playwright hadn't used
this sort of language, he

4

UJELL,140W
Et
I THINK You MEAN(
CAN I
BE EXPECTED TO
SHRIMP
KNOW THAT 7
Sat

LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
Some renew an interest in dancing.
You're able to put your creative
talents to good use. A family member
lacks follow-through.
t-'0FtPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 )
Further thought reveals that a bit of
information was more important than
you realized. Accent reason in dealing
with domestic issues.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
New friends make good company,
but avoid financial involvements. An
urge for adventure needn't lead to indiscreet behavior.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
Added dash makes you attractive.
You may be taking too much for
granted about a career matter. Ask
questions.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll be the hit of any get-together,
but not if you keep others waiting.You're quite talkative tonight.
PLSCES
sisir
( Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
sow
You'll make quite an impact in
public now and are a good spokesperson for your career interests. Later,
you opt for some privacy.
YOU BORN TODAY are glib selfexpressive. You're a born writer,
though you have diversified interests.
Cultivate self-discipline to offset a
tendency to scatter your energies.
You'll succeed in such fields as
editing, advertising, reporting, sales
and the performing arts. You have a
natural interest in politics and may
use your creative skills in the service
of some humanitarian cause.

A

are $3. or by season
ticket. Season tickets

Barbara Mandrel' released
from hospital after accident
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(API — Country singer
Barbara Mandrell has
been released from a
hospital after more than
two weeks of treatment
for injuries sustained in
a traffic accident that'
killed one person, officials said today.
Officials at Baptist
Hospital said Miss Mandrell was released
Saturday and was
recuperating at her
home in Hendersonville.
Miss Mandrell, 35,
was injured Sept. 11 in a

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)
— The U.S. Department
of Energy said five Kentucky groups received
National Awards for
Energy Innovation.
They were identified
as the Campbell County
Cooperative Extension
Service of Alexandria;
K.A. Barker-E.H.
Hughes Co., Louisville:
Jefferson County public
schools of Louisville;
Rowan County school
system of Morehead;
and the Urban Shelter
Associates Inc.,
Louisville.
Energy Secretary
Don Hodel, In -a news
release Monday, said
"the conservation and
renewable energy programs which are
represented by these
award winners serve to
graphitally illustrate
that both conservation
of energy and
renewable energy
technologies are important enery resources in
this country."

OF MANY LONG
HOUR'S OF RESEARCH

-- fl

OCF 2.

EVERYE>ODY
STRIVING TO
GET AHEAD

I THINK I'LL GO
TAKE A NAP AND
FALL OFF THE PACE

1964 LIntted Feature Syn0cate Inc

Van Buren

Parents and Teens Split On
Where to Entertain at Home
DEAR ABBY: The letter from the
16-year-old girl signed "Nosy Mother
Trouble" prompts my first letter to
you. Mother insisted her daughter
keep her bedroom door open when
she entertained her boyfriend in her
bedroom,- even though all the kids
did was sit on the bed and listen to
the stereo.
I'm a mother of two teen-age boys,
ages 15 and 17. When my sons first
brought girls to the house, I was
appalled when they started to walk
into their respective bedrooms.
That's.when I explained to both of
them that we have a family room
and a living room for entertaining
our friends.
Can you picture Mom and Dad
inviting our friends over, bypassing
the rest of the house to go sit on our
bed and listen to the stereo?
So, here's another "Nosy Mother."
BEEN THERE
IN SACRAMENTO

home than somewhere else. But
most parents insist on the opendoor policy.
•*•

DEAR ABBY: I am a full-time
employed registered nurse. I love my
work and make very good money.
I am married to a wonderful,
gentle man who stays at home and
cares for our 2-year-old son. "John"
does all the housework,cooking and
yard work. We are both more than
satisfied with our arrangement,
which is especially good for our son.
Most children hardly ever get to see
their fathers.
My problem is my mother. She
puts John down, calling him a
"sissy" and a "gigolo" to his face!
She can be really vicious when she
wants to be, but at times she's truly
a very kind and loving person. Her
moods can change in a minute!
What should I do? My efforts to
communicate with Mother have
been in vain.
In spite of it all, I love her. Sign
me ...
WORKING WIFE
WITH HOME HUSBAND
•
DEAR WIFE: We never know
the private battles others may
be fighting, so be patient with
your mother. Ask John to tune
her out and regard her as more
disturbed than vicious. In all
probability she is. And please,
encourage your mother to see a
doctor.

DEAR BEEN:Stay tuned for a
few words from a teen-ager who
is there:
9055, WHAT DO YOU
WANT ME 70 START
ON FIig;T:j':-o
- f

GOOD,'CAUSE I KNOW
EXACTLY WHERE TO
START FIRST

*It

Li5TEN, PReeiDE:NT&,,, '
,CIL)
WANT 10 6eT OtJT OF HERE ALIVE
,,,WITH ALL 10LJR FRIENDS„THIS
PS WHAT we wANT.

DEAR ABBY: Boy, did I ever
relate to the teen-age girl whose
mother made her keep her bedroom
door open when she had her boyfriend over.
If I can't close my bedroom door
when my boyfriend is over, I feel
uncomfortable—like my mother is
eavesdropping on me. And my boyfriend is uncomfortable, too.
Abby, if we kids were going to do
something, we wouldn't do it when
our parents were home. We have
plenty of opportunity to do stuff like
that somewhere else. Mothers who
always suspecrItheir kids of the
worst can actually push their kids
into doing something for spite.
SAN MATEO TEEN-AGER'
DEAR BEEN'ERE AND
TEEN-AGER
as been
evenly divided. Almost with.siit
exception, teen-agers want to
entertain in their bedrooms with
the door closed.("Trust us!")
And parents who allow their
teen-agers to entertain in their
bedrooms do so reluctantly,saying they'd rather have them at

* ••
,-

ed with murder in the
death of Phyllis Slone,
38, of the same Knott
County community.
State police say her
body was found in the
Big Sandy River
Sunday.
An autopsy was
ordered to determine
the cause of death.
Police said Ritchie
also was charged with
assault.
Officers S'ay the victim's 13-year-old ion
David was struck in the
head aryinrct the time
that she was killed.

WOLFCOAL, Ky.
(API — Ray Neace of
Wolfcoal was shot to
death at his home in this
Breathitt- County community, state police
said.
His wife, Bertha, no
age available, was
charged with murder
and was lodged in the
Breathitt County jail,
police said.
The victim, who's age
was unavailable, was
shot in the side Sunday
HINDMAN, Ky. (AP
with a shotgun,
— State police said authorities said.
The
Gerald Scott Ritchie, 19, shooting was
the result
of Hindman, was charg- of an argument,
police
said.

, By Abigail

WASN'T EASY
FINDING THE
SKINNIEST BOOK IN
THE WHOLE UBRARY I

crash that occurred as
she was driving home
with her two children.
A car driven by Mark
White, 19, a University
of Tennessee student,
swerved into her silver
Jaguar. White was killed, and Miss Mandrell's
two children also suffered injuries.
Miss Mandrell suffered a broken right leg,
a fractured right knee
and a concussion and
has canceled her public
appearances for the rest
of the year.

Kentucky News in Brief...

/0

IT'S T1HE RFc-il 1LT

are still available at a
cost of $12.

•

(Do you hate to write letters
because you don't know what to
say? Thank-you notes,sympathy
letters, congratulations, how to
decline and accept invitations
and how to write an interesting
letter are included in Abby's
booklet,"How to Write Letters
for All Occasions." Send your
name and address clearly
printed with a check or money
order for $2.50 (this includes
postage) to: Dear Abby, Letter
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)

- LOUISVILLE,' Ky.
(AP) — The FBI announced that Carlton
Anthony Caruso. 30.
sought in the death of a
Lexington man, has
been added to its list of
Top Eight most wanted
fugitives.
James Yelvington,
special agent in charge
of the FBI for Kentucky,
said Caruso is wanted
on an unlawful flight to
avoid prosecution
charge in the fatal
beating of Allen Clift on
Aug. 20 in Lexington.

ASHLAND, Ky. (API
— Some employees are
facing layoffs at the
Chessie System's car
shops at Raceland and
at Kentucky Electric
Steel Company at
Coalton, but officials at
both plants declined to
discuss specific
numbers.
Lloyd Lewis, Chessie
spokesman in
Cleveland, said that
layoffs would begin next
Monday, adding that,
"It will depend on
seniority rosters,
whether any employees
choose to retire. It won't
all take place at once,
and the answers on
numbers may not be
ready for a few weeks."
Lewis said the reason
for the layoffs was that
Chessie customers
aren't expected to ship
as much coal in the
fourth quarter as in the
third.
Sam Boova,
spokesman for the steel
plant, said the firm had
cut from 21 turns a week
to 15 in all aspects of
production — melting
and rolling.
"This necessitates
some layoffs, but we
don't have a specific
number. It came about
because of a softening in
the market."
Boova said the layoff
would affect less than 20
perernt of the 500
workers at the plant, "in
the neighborhood of 90
oeople."
Kentucky Electric
Steel produces steel for
the construction
Industry.

MURRAY
CLASSIFIED ADVERTIT EMENTS
LEDGER a TIMES

2

Notice

Sure-Flame
Outside Wood
Burning Furnace.
OZARK LOG HOMES
121 Bypass

Jim Sutter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont -Cad -Buick

2

Notice

FOR SALE

By Owner $31.000 2
bedroom tiouse, choice
corner shaded tot, large
kitchen. utility room,
completely re-decorated
inside and out Carpet
and drapes Insulated,
new storm windows
and gutters Low cost
gas heat, air conditioner, ceding tans in living room and kitchen
Ready to live in Possible
3rd bedroom upstairs
1400 Sycamore Corner
of Woodlavien Murray,
Ky Call 759-1987

N E 9 AL•GO'
A now design tor your buarnass
card store stationary •tc In
deriduelized drawings done at a
reasonable r•te

Cali 759-9567
after 4 p.m.

•

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

cYk"

WE TAKE THE CAKE

NEW

credit card! No
one refused. Visa/.
MasterCard. Call
1-1619 )-569-0242 for
information. 24hrs.

Balloon
Bouquets,
Gorilla-Grams, Fruit
Baskets & Cakes. Free
Delivery. VISA & M.C.
753-9280

5. Lost and Found
'15 Articles for Sale
LOST 2 male Beagles MOVIN
G. Drop leaf
with name plate on maple
dining room
collars, Ed Bray. Call table,
two leafs and
753-7126. $50 reward.
pad; coffee table; bed,
SMALL female, red, inner spring
mattress
part Cocher Spaniel & and box springs;
two
part squirrel dog last lawn mowers;
set of 4
seen in Cherry -Corner chairs; new
exercise
area. Offering reward. bike; set of
World
Call 759-9628.
Books. Must sell. Call
YORKSHIRE Terrier 753-7391.
lost on S. 9th St. near MUST SELL IT!
1
hospital. Reward of- chairs. $5. 2 bed box
fered. Call 759-4672 or spring. $6 or $4. Super 8
753-0123.
autoniatic movie
camera with film and
6
Help Wanted
battery. $145. Some
canning jars, $3.50 a
box. Much, Much More.
Qualified sales See Mr. Cathey at
Druthers on Wednesday
representative to 10a.m.
to lla.m. or call
Saturday 11 : 30a.m
sell, install and ser- on
to 12:00p.m. only 753vice name brand 6218.
Copiers, new and
computer systems, ST-IARP
used, plain paper coping
accessories and machines starting as low
as $1,375. Sales, Rental
software in Murray and
Leasing available.
Call
for free demonstra•
and surrounding
ton. 502-362-4098 or 502area. Send resume: 354-8187.

Sales
Representative
Box 650
Paducah, Ky.
42002
Equal
Opportunity
Employer

We
grew
them
ourselves Big beautiful
hardy Garden "Mums"
$3.95 each
Hoffman's Nursery
Hwy. 94 East
759-4512

Office Furniture
Partial List Wood Chip
periciale desk, Credenza
and phone stand. Very
large selection of metal
desk, chairs, files,
tables, bookcases,
folding tables, excellent
quality and condition

CRYTS USED
OFFICE FURNITURE

27. Mobile Homes kw Sale
2 BEDROOM, 12x60
with 4x10 living room
extention. Central nat.
gas, heat & air. Mostly
furnished. Lots of
cabinet & closet space.
Located on large lot
with brick porch, car
port and out building.
Call 492-8892 after 5 pm.

44 .

Lots for Sale
MEAL commercial lot
& building in good
location. Lot is 210,635
& building has 4500 sq
ft. with lots of parking
space. A good investment for the right
person with the right
ideas! For more information call Mary
Jane at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492,

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
1 BEDROOM mobile
home. furnished
2
miles east of Murray 46
Homes for Sale
Call 753-0780.
OR 3 BR, furnished
AC/natural gas Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
EXTRA nice, small
mobile home. Ideal for 1
Remodeled Counperson. Nice yard, $90;
month. Call 753-8216
try Home. Easy 12
after 5 p.m.

FOR SALE
OR LEASE

30. Business

Rentals

OR sale, 5 car shop 1
mile south of Murray
Call 759-4845

Mini
Warehouse,.
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492
32

Apts for

Rent

1 BEDROOM. unfurnished apartment
No pets Adults only
Lease & deposit. Call
753-9208 after 4 m.
1 or 2 BEDROOM apt
near downtown Murray.
Adults only. Call 7534109. 762--6650, 436-2844.
NOW renting. Embassy
Apts., .2 bedroom. Call
753-3530.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
E q ua
aing
Opportunity.

Mile Drive from
Murray
with
Barns, Pastures,
Woodlots
and
Stream. 5 or 76
Acres.
,Call 474-8029

49
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Used Cars

53.

Services Offered
DAVE S Cleaning
(formerly Jeff's Carpet
Cleaning!, Windows
and carpets. Residential and Commerical. Free Estimates. Phone 436-2845
Call between 9 a.m &1,
p.m.

1951 KAISER 4 door
sedan, original owner,
103,000 actual miles.
Looks and runs good.
$2.000 nearest offer
(5021753-3534.
1964 FALCON wagon
Good condition, $450
Call 753-2533 after 5p.m
1969 CADILLAC-, Call 7539366
1971 TOYOTA Corona,
automatic, air, with
good radials, $650. Call
753-503'7.
1973 CHEN OLET Im•
palla, $325
Call
753-6331,
1974 PLYMOLTS
Scamp, 34,000 actual
miles. 1979 Siverada.
51,000 miles. Call 7537523.

1977 Olds Cutlass
Supreme.
One
owner, low mileage,
new paint and top,
air, tit, cruise.
Call 753-8584 or
759-4018.

3 BEDROOM house on a 1080 GRAND Prix,
large lot. Living room, sharp, must sell. Call
dinning room. kitchen 489-2430 after 5p.m
and utility room, car- 1982 BONNEVILLE.
port, and 2 storage diesel with all options
buildings, $23,000. Call 31000 miles. Call 489-2555
after 5 PM.
492-8492
1982 FORD Maxi Van
Dallas series-Action
Vans conversion.
Double air, loaded with
extras. Very plush, like
new condition. 1710
Holiday. Phone 753-0114
16 Acre Farm
after 5p.m.
on Lynn Grove 1983 T.Bird heritage
edition, many extras.
Highway, Corn
Excellent condition
Must sell. Call 753-0834.
base with barn
NICE cars for sale.
and
out1978 Cutlass Supreme &
1979
Ford T-Bird, Call
building.
437-4808 in Hardin.
Beautiful large SHARP 1978 .Olds
bronze 2-door
building lot. Royal,
V-8, beige velour seats,
Price reduced. AC, tilt, cruise, 63250.
Call 753-9672.

WORKING
MOTHERS
Need
your
carpets cleaned? But no
time. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning for free
estimates.
753-5827
1)0

you have dead or
unwanted trees that
need cutting or trees
that need topping? Will
also do other clean-up
work such as cutting
shrubbery or clean-up
grown up areas. Free
estimates Call 437-4607

FOR
SALE

Stubblefield.
Electric
24 hr. Service

759-4899

2

984

rAcik:

11

53. Services Offered
ATLAS Construction
and Roof Coating
Commercial. re
sidential, and mobile
homes Call 759-1219.
Have copies of
your old photos
made
We
are
located in the Old
Wallis
Grocery
Building Ns, off the
Court Square
CARTER STUDIO
300 MAIN 753 8298
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references
ROOFING, Plumbing,
Siding, Additions,
Painting, General Carpentry P A Moiony Co
7 5 3 - 8 6 2 /5
re e
Estimates.
Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses, It
stops painting.

Jack Glover
753-1873
sEASONED on
firewood. Custom splitting. also trek.- trimming. Call 753-5476.
SEWING Machine Repair.' All makes and
models Industrial,
home and commercial.
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky

ASSISTANT to magician. Write -Dr. Bloch
1016 Jefferson
the magician 920 East
GENERAL HOME
Paducah 442-4302
6th St.. New York, NY.
REPAIR. 15 years ex10009.
perience. Carpentry.
EXCELLENT Income
Combine Service
concret
e, plumbing,
for part-time home 22
Musical
School. Wednesroofing,
siding. NO JOB
3 Card of Thanks
assembly work. For
ALVARE
TO
SMALL.
Z
guitar
with
Free esday Breakfast at
info. call 504-641-8003
hard shell case $325
timates. Days 753-6973.
Ext. 8047.
7:30 A.M.
CARD OF
Free
...firm.
nights
Call
474-2276.
762-4056
after
XECL
r-IALES
THANKS
Estimates
OPPORTUNI.TY for 5p.m.
We want to experson with successful SELMER Signet 106
or
Aluminum Service Co.
press our thanks to
business_ tackgrbund. clarinet, 3 1/2 years
Aluminum and vinyl
Paris, TN
Nation' wide financial old, like new, includes
753-8072
Max
Churchill
service organization reed gaurd. acsiding. Custom trim
Funeral Home and
(901) 642-1242
I'WET BASEMENT
Owner financseeking person with cessories, $200. Call 33 Rooms for Rent
work. References.
the
Golden
Airs
RSVP
make wet basemen.t.
excellent character and 759-1012 after 4p m.
50. Used Trucks
ROOM
for
college
ing
Call
Will
availa
Ed
Bailey,
ble
Quartet, Bro. Dexdry. Work completely
business background. SPINETT piano. Very woman. Excellent
1971
FORD
Window
753-0689.
guaranteed. Call or
ter
and
Position enables you to good condition, $750. location, kitchen and
our
Call 753-7791
Van. 6 cylinder, 3
write Morgan Conenter a dignified and Call 753-3716
relatives
and
utilities included. Call
speed,
good
after 4 PM.
body. JOE
rewarding career based
Sonney i Mcgin- struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
753-4101 before 9:30a.m
friends for the food,
$1,000.
Call
436-5510.
24
Miscellaneous
on commission earney Appliance Service. 409A, Paducah, Ky
or after 530p.m.
cards, flowers and
ROUSE 8z 5 acres 5
nings. No travel re- 26' 'IREPLACE Insert. SLEEPI
All makes- and models 42001 or call 1-442-7026
NG rooms, exprayers. Also Dr.
miles from Murray at
quired. Local training used one year. Padded cellent
(Authorized Service on WILL haul white rock,
1975 Ford Ranger
location. Utilities
Johnny
Cherry Corner. House
provided. Minimum two bar and p.vo stools
John R. QuerterMontgomery Ward Ap- sand, lime, rip rap and
F-100 4x4. Power
Call included. Call 753-5561.
has -2 bedrooms with
years local residence 753-4196.
pliances,. Located at masonary sand. coal
Robertson Rd.
mous, his nurse
Steerin
g,
Power
preferred. E.O.E. Send ATGNER
possibl
e 2 more beGeorge Hodge and Son dirt, gravel, fill sand
leather pant 34 Houses for Rent
Cathy and the seBrakes, Air CondiKy. Lake
qualifications to: D.S. coat size
drooms, 2 car garage.
Used Furniture Store. Call Roger Hudson.
14. Excellent MODERN, five-room
cond floor nurses
Stove, refrigerator,
P.O. Box 887 Murray, condition,
753-4545 or 753-6763
tioning,
New Paint,
753-8505 or 492-8704.
worn twice, house near Murray on
Catfish
for their kindness
dishwasher, wood
Ky.
New
Rebuilt
$175. Call 759-1750.
Engine,
shaded lot. Married stove, ceiling
FIELD service mana- A few
759-1109
fan, and
during the -'illness
W/20,000 Actual
used chain saws couple. References.
BAILEY'S FARM °
air conditioner stay
ger. Must like working left
TLC
and death of our
at discount prices Deposit. No pets.
Now $1.60 Lb.
Miles. Excellent Conwith house. 3 acres
with hands and outdoor also
LUMBER
New
Sachs-D
dad.
olmar
1
month.
75,
1We
Call 753- tenable $36,500. Phone
We Accept
dition and Respecclean
work. $22.000 base. Cash saws
For
all your
at
special
7551.
intro753-5807 at night 753-9841
The family of
table Price. Can Be
Food Stamps
bond required. ,214-358- ductory
everything with
prices. Stokes
out building needs
day.
4567.
Virgil Garland,
Seen
At
1400
Vine
Tractor 753-1319.
36 For Rent or Lease
TENDER, LOVIN
759 1099
LOOKMG for ex- CABBA
St. Call 753-4783
GE dolls for 10 x11 ROOM for rent
Corner of Industrial Rd.
CARE
perienced painters. sale
FOR SALE BY OWNER
after 5 p.m. ask for
Call 753-4328
inside a business. Call
Must have complete
Carpets DRY •
David. Must Sell Now
4 bedroom brick colafter. ,5p.m. 43,5-4229 or
application. Interested
474-2308.
cleaned. New - 55. Feed and Seed
indViduals,apply at
onial style and 3 acres
FOR Sale. Ks'. 31 FesDepartment for Un53. Services Offered
machine, only
Living room, dining
38 Pets-Supplies
cue 95.75 Germination,
employment Services,
Holiday Inn
APPLI
ANCE
one
SERroom,
in
den,
new
butt-in
this
area.
cenis lb. 901-642-8544
203 S. 6th between
FREE kittens very
VICE.
Kenmo
re.
Rumm
dtys.
age
8a.m.- 12 noo'n for
Sale playful. Good homes kitchen appliances. Westingh
901-642-6542 or
759-9754
ouse
,
642-7482
Donald's Painting.
only. Call 759-4011 after
es.,nings..
Barn, pond, fenced in
Items to be 5:00p.m.
Whirlpool. 21 years
759-1
834
NEED extra cash'
only
experience. Parts and
56 Free C-Oltimn
seen in person FREE to a good home. pasture and workshop
Earn super money,
service. Bobby Hopper.
have fun, make new
WEEK old male
Lovely tree setting.
black, long hair, male
JOHN Lane back,_hoe
between
Bob's Appliance Ser8 cat,
friends. Demonstrate
service and septic tank Beagle- type puppy, to
has had shots
minutes
Less
than
15
vice, 202 S. 5th St
Toys and Gifts till
good
Phone
pumpin
AM-5
after 5:00p.m
home
g. Reasonable
Call
PM.
from Murray. $49,500. 753-4872, 753-8886 rate. Call 753-8669.
Thanksgiving. Samples
753-3994.
435-4566.
(home )
Carpet, bed- TIEMAL
are FREE. We train.
1-345-2
Call
817
AYAN kittens,
Phone 653-4705, after
ding, lamps, $100. Call 488-3827.
4 .m. 753-3693.
ALPINE
etc. No calls.
OCESS MAIL! $75.00
47
Motorcycles
41
Public Sales
Gil MRS
per hundred! No exsysionsQt
1985 YAMAHA with
perience-. Part or full FALL' garden Mums,
CA/Z, STEREO
reverse 200 series 3
We
special
ize
in
time. Start im- your choice, $4 each.
wheeler.
2
months
old.
SUNSE
never
rust Plastic
T BOULEVARD MUSIC
,mediately. Details-send Colors: red, yellow,
Call 753-6206.
self-addressed stamped gold, white, bronze,
wells. Install water
Dixie
land
Center Open Til 6
WHEEL
3
ER
and
Dili
envelope to CRI-N41, purple. Call Ladon
lines, water systems
Bike Repair. Call after
Box 9014, Stuart. FL. Haley 753-2861.
and complete well
5p.m. L&W ATV Set-7,
Wednesday
33495.
GREETING cards of all
service.
TLTTOR wanted.. for HS kinds, includin
121 ,S. Two vice, 753-9346.
g large
senior in, calculus, trig selection of
Royster & McAlpin
Christmas
miles turn left 4 9 Used Cars'
& physics. Reference cards.
I also have a 3
Well Drilling
required. Call 759-1049 d'rawer
on
chest of
Overby 1975 PLYMOUTH Fury,
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
after 6 p.m._
Phone
drawers. See Gerald'
2-door, good condition,
8+ CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Road
go
Y4
runs good, $525. 1974
Waldrop 1624 Olive,
901-364-3476
•
OVER
Chevy Cheveile Malibu/Murray, Ky. 42071.
mile.
Wholesale Electric
20 YEARS
•
4-door, auto., good body APPLIANCE REPAIR:
LARGE trailer has dual
Lots of misc.
SOLID
Factory
WOOD
authoriz
CABINETS & •
xPERIENCF
ed for
& interior, $575. Runs
Supply wants agaxle & electric brake,
RAISED PANEL DOORS •
Tappan.
Kelvinat
items.
or
and
good. Call 753-6780,
could haul car. Solid
gresive sales mindBirch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
1976 CUTLASS Brown. Service on gas
mesh floor, only $1895.
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES II
and
ed person.. Elecelectric
ranges,
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Supreme, p.s., p.b., red,
Ca II 7 5 3 8 0 7 8 43
Real Estate
•
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE
white interior. Selling microwaves, districal experience
REFINISHING
9a.m.-6p.m. Mon.-Sat.
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Illy & Sae Our
h
w
as
he
r
s
,
reDisplay
because
owner wants
OAK firewood $30 a
helpful but not reSTROUT
smaller car. Call 435- frigerators, etc. Earl
rick, delivered_ Call
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753- • 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
quired. Applica753.5940:
REALTY
4354 after 6 p.m.
759-1202 after 4:30p.m
•
5341.
•
••
• •
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•9••••
•
19
tions given Oct. 1
77
CA ARO Call
POOL tables, slate only,
753-0873 after 5:30p.m.
Lou Ann Phapot 753-6843
new, used & antique.
thru Oct. 3. 8
1978 DATSUN 5 10 2
Wayne
Wilson
Custo
753-5086
m
oak
gun
Prothhe Serviie 41 This Netespa.per 6 The Advertising Commit
AM -4 PM. Please
door Sedan. Automatic,
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
cabinets. Milan Pool
no phone calls.
AM/FM radio, radial
1912 Coldwater Road
Table Sales 901 686 1177.
tires, excellent condiMurray, Kentucky 42071
PORTABLE electric
tion. One owner. Priced
15021 753-0186
sign with trailer &
to sell Phone 753-5249
Anytime
letters, Cheap! Call
9. Situation Wanted
JOE L. KENNON
1978 OLDS, 98 Regency, 2
753 8322.
Broker
door one family vehicle,
house POULAN chain saws,
Licensed & Bonded
loaded. good condition
cleaning, or small jobs. oregon saw chains, 10%
Priced to sell. Call 753Have transportation off. Files, mixing oil,
7123 or 753-3415
and good references. bar lube, $3.79 gal. Log
Call 753-4101 before splitters, hydraulic
and
9 30a.m. or after screw type. Splittin
g
5
m
mauls and wedges.
WILL babysit in my Year end sale on Gilson
home. Call 753-4328
lawn & garden equip
ment. Hazel lawn &
(All One Gal
11. Instruction
garden center, 311 Main
AEROBIC exercise ev- St. Hazel, Ky. Call
ery Mon.,Tues . & 492 8147. We sell we
Thurs. 5 :15pm at trade-we service.
Woodman's Summer SOLID Railroad Tres, $.6
Camp on 641 N (For- and up 753-2905 or 435
mer Murray Gymnas- 4343 or 435 4319
tics Center). Joy
(Large Assortment Including Ferns)
26.TV-Radio
Thomas 901-247-5611
FOR sale 19" Sears
14
Want to Buy
color T.V. with touch
AQUAIUM. used. 5S tone channel selector
gallons or more only! Excellent condition
Call 759-1625.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Call 435-4439.
WANTED
Newborn
Gold
Silver
baby girl. 2-piece dress 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Dosed
Closed
sets Call collect .(911.1 ) 1-12x60 & 1•12x 65 real
Yesterday 345.50
Yesterday
7.56
247-3724.
nice. i#3e Brandon Dill
Opened
Opened
at Ertl! Trailer Ct.
15. Articles
Tooey
Nth
345.00
7.55
Today
FARMS
1969 MOBILE home
EXTRA nice 2-piece 12x60, $2000 or best
Down
.50
Down
.01
GREEN
HOUS
ES
Kroehl
er livingroom offer Partly furnished. •:,‘
Complimpots of
suite, rust plaid. Call Call 474-2342.
Loceted1111 min Wert el
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
753-1389.
Howl, Ity. Turn reel et
1980 LIBERTY, 14x52,
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
Sue.
Una Ski. In 14..ad.
kELNINATOR re• bedroom, furnished,
rai.;30,t jiPt
a
511. wiles. Iris loft, go 1
frigerator7freezei, washer and dryer. unIS 1
I 11
4
46
11:4i
,
Rep
W,. hloy Gold Silvor e.
frost free with iVe der painting, AC, cen.
g Daily. 12 S 'Sunday
maker. $200 or best tral gas heat
753-8825
offer Call 753-6780.
or 753-4443

Attention
Farmers:

B&G
EQUIPMENT

ROOFING

753
:
5459

Bob's Fish
Market

Make
Smokey's
Wish
ComeTrue.

FOR SALE

WELL

ONEE.R

DRILLING

GARAGE
SALE

°Fluffs

Place Your Classified
Across Kentucky
for just

nABYSITTING,

$99

Mrs. Charles (Maude)
McKinney celebrates
her 99th birthday today, October 2.

PLANT SALE

Shrubs $2.50
Houseplants & Cactus
/
1 2 Price
10" Baskets $3.50

Her children, grandchildren
and greatgrandchildren wish
her a happy birthday.

Fruit Trees $2.50
Azaleas $1.00 Ea.
Cushion Mums
$1.00 Ea.
upitriePLANT

IP sr w

• Ea

(20 words)
$5 per word charge for more than 20 words

The Kentucky Statewide Classified
allows your classified advertisement to appear
in Kentucky Press Association
member newspapers throughout the
Commonwealth. Start Your Classified Today!
Contact

The Murray
Ledger & Times
753-1916

KENTUCKY
STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED
PROGRAM
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Blood River Association will meet at Hardin and Sinkin
g Spring Churches

OBITUARIES
Harry T. Proctor, 77, dies at hospital
Harry' T. Proctor, 77, 1200 Johnson Funer
al Home,
Doran Rd., Murray, died MonMcLeansboro. Ill.
day at 7:45 p.m. at the MurrayBurial will follow in the Odd
Calloway County Hospital.
Fellows Cemetery there.
He had retired as office
In charge of local armanager for the International
rangements is the J.H. Churchill
Havester Co. He was a member
Funeral Home where friends
of the Morgan Park Congregamay call after 6 p.m. tonight
tional Church and of a Masonic
(Tuesday). Visitation will be
Lodge.
from noon until the funeral hour
Born July 31, 1907, in Illinois,
on Wednesday at the Johnson
he was the son of the late Ralph
Funeral Home.
Proctor and Myrtle Boswell
yroctor.
Mr Proctor is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Lorraine Tuck Proctor; one brother, Dewain Proctor. Chebanse, Ill.; a brotherin-law, Richard Tucker,
WASHINGTON (AP) —Subtle
Murray
visual abnormalities, such as
The funeral will be Wednescrossed eyes and mild color
day at 2 p.m. in the chapel of the
blindness, have virtually no effect on children's school performtuice and special eye therapy
that is supposed to improve
grades often is unnecessary, an
eye expert said Monday.
A study of almost 2,000
children in suburban InGraveside rites for Johnnie
dianapolis found that no positive
Beaver were today at 10 a.m. at
relationship exists between eye
Maplewood Cemetery,
function and academic perforMayfield. The Rev. G.T. Moody
mance, Dr. Eugene M.
of Murray officiated.
Pallbearers were Ken Adams,
Helveston of Indiana University
Medical School said Monday.
Kenneth Ray Adams, Tim
Willis, Lilburn Shemwell,
The researcher said the
results raise questions about the
Rodger Fields and Kenneth
value of commercial eye trainBeaver.
ing operations that psomise betThe J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home was in charge of
ter grades if parents enroll their
children in treatment or exerarrangements.
cise programs for "weak eyes."
Mr. Beaver, 65, 503 Broad St.,
died Sunday at 10:35 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Christine Beaver; one son,
Glenn Beaver; one sister, Mrs.
Lavada Wartham; two
grandchildren.

Children's ,eye
problems studied

Johnnie Beaver's
rites held today

O

Paul Mansfield's
rites on Monday
The funeral for Paul
Mansfield was Monday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Dr. Greg Earwood; the Rev.
G.T. Moody and John Dale officiated. Gus Robertson, Jr.,
was soloist with Richard Jones
as organist.
Active pallbearers were Jack
Vaughn, Bill Redick, Larry
Hurt, Arvin Crafton, Billy
McL,emore and Yancjr Watkins.
Burial was in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Members of the Murray Lions
Club served as an honorary
group
Mr. Mansfield, 49, Rt. 7, died
Saturday at 10:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Me .is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Anita Rowland Mansfield;
one daughter, Mrs. David
(Dana) Proffitt; one son, Greg
Mansfield; one sister, Mrs.
Jenita Keith; three brothers,
Elmer, Cletus and Alvie
Mansfield.

The Blood River Association
will meet Oct. 8 and 9 for its
115th annual session.
The first session will be at the
First Baptist Church, Calvert
City, on Monday. Oct.-8 at 7 p.m.
The Rev. Fred Halbrooks, Sunday School Director for the Kentucky Baptist Convention, will
bring the annual report, and the
Rev. Garton 'Sills will give the
annual sermon.
The Rev. Roy Gibson,
moderator and pastor of the
New Harmony Baptist Church.
will preside. Special music will
be by Mrs. Oneida White from
the Hazel Baptist Church.

The host pastor. Rev. Larry
Nichols, will give the welcome.
followed by scripture and
prayer from a layman of the
host church. Later in the service, George Lewis from
Memorial Baptist Church, will
join Mrs. White to provide
special music.
The second session will start
at 9:30 a.m. on Tuesday. Oct. 9,
at the Hardin Baptist -Church.
The pastor, the Rev. Ricky Cunningham, and the people of the
church are preparing dinner for
those who attend.
The assistant moderator, the

Rev. Jerry Norsworthy, pastor
of the Blood River Baptist
Church, will call the session to
order. There will be several
reports given that morning and
the doctrinal sermon will be
deliveed by the Rev. Mike Littrell, pastor of New Zion Baptist
Church.
Special music will be provided
•by Wayne Halley, minister of
music of First Baptist Church,
Murray.

Young, will greet the people. A
layman from the church will
have the opening scripture and
prayer.
Dr. D. William Dodson, Jr
vice president of the Annuity
Board of the Southern Baptist
Convention, Dallas, Texas, will
bring the missionary message
during the service.
Special music will be by Don
Smith, music director of
Briensburg Baptist Church.

The final session will be held
on Tuesday evening at Sinking
Spring Baptist Church, Murray.
The pastor, the Rev. Eddie

The public is welcome to any
and all of these sessions, said the
Rev. Terry M. Sills, Director of
Missions of the association.

.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health
Care America

.
sa sr..,:re.l. ri.ti =Thm atliCapaill114

INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
+2.43
+
+%
+1
/
2
unc
+
+/
1
4
+%
+ 3/8
213/4 -1/4
78/
1
2 +%
35/
1
4 unc
27/
1
2 + 1/,
28/
1
4 unc
43%
24%
19%
28
29%
19/
1
2
49%
453/4

UDC

I.B.M.
Jerrico
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm.
J.C. Penney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F.Yield

•
1231
/
4 +3
/4
17 +'/s
32/
3
4 +%
33/
3
4 -1
/
4
/
4 +1
111
/
2
52% +3
/
4
37 -'/4
89/
1
4 +1
/
2
33 .14
VA +1
/
4
37/
1
2
33/
3
4 -%
41% +%
191/s +
9% -Ye
10.96

J.

•

1981 Olds Cutlass
T-Top, Power Steering, Power
Brakes, Air Conditioning, Automatic,
Tilt, Cruise, Power Seats, and Rally
Wheels.
*7877

DWAIN TAYLOR
C-HEVR 0 LET

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
MEMBER SIPC

753-2617
•

641 S. Murray,

ccept No
ubstitutes.
IPILA irc11-1essee
a .1a.sloWirre...
•••••••••

Akereoas

•
.11 ••••••••
1.1.71.

Aroma 04osikii 1,02

II•111M11•••

Tiplmoophoorsi. liDlicioetcpiry
Claistcabmesoar 1 WI

CEM"

L.T. Redden's
services at Paris
Services for Lloyd Temple
Redden were Sunday at 1:30
p.m. in the chapel of the
McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris,
Tenn. Gary S. Collier officiated.
Pallbearers were David Birmingham
Scottie Harding,
Charles Webb, Jerry Redden,
Russell Matheny and W.J.
Matheny. Burial was in the
Palestine Cemetery in Henry
County, Tenn.
Mr. Redden, 76, Rt. 1, Paris,
Tenn., died Friday morning at
the Middle Tennessee Medial
Center, Murfreesboro.
He is survived by one
daughter, Miss Lois Erin Redden; one sister, Mrs. Pat (Sue)
Rowland, Murray; four
brothers, Joe, Neal, Dorris and
Oak Redden.

Hog market listed
Federal State Market News Service
October 1. 1964
Kentucky Purchase Ave Rog Market
Report Inc/odes 6 Buying Skstissw
Receipts! Act. 3311 Est. 5641 Barrows
ORO 1.11141.116 blew.Sows under MS
IAD. Weedy to 1 AS higher over 341111bs.
1.50-1.11 Itigber
1.3 110.350 lb..
345.545.73.
some 411.410
411 3 Ne-1141 lbs.
5441545.15
US 2 $19154 lb..
$44714515
US 2.3 3341-976 lbs.
343.7644.75
Sows
US 1-2 110-4141 a..
335.18.111.611
US 1.3 111.488 lb..
314.66-87.11*
US I-3 41111488 a..
536.50.1.3*
US 11 1111459 a..
$311.4641.54
US 14 SWISS lb..
1133.11•14-1111
Boars 4*1.11165.141

is, toe ..,,Pr.•• 4.,."'P• .‘•
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We re The One With

The RealYellow

•

Quick!
South Central Bell Yellow Pages...The Real Yellow Pages?
Name another phone directory like the new
Everything.
South Central Bell Directory?
Everything from autos to computers. Antiques to plumbers
Right! There isn't one!
to zoos.
Be Sure You've Got The Most Comprehensive,
It's all here. All the businesses, services and products
Up-To-Date Directory There Is.
you need.
Valuable information is at your fingertips with
And the ads list important facts about your favorite
the South Central nell Directory. All the names.
businesses...hours of operation, name brands
addresses, phone n mbers, area codes. businesses.
offered, credit cards accepted and much more
services, emergenj numbers, rates — everything
In fact, no other "yellow pages" comes close to
you need to know to get the fullest' possible use
matching the South Central Bell Yellow Pages.
and enjoyment out of your phone and
The Real Yellow Pages. This valuable part of
community. It's all here, down to the
your South Central Bell Directory delivers
last name and detail, w_aitiag,for you
quality information and absolute reliability.
in the South Central Bell Directory.
If you didn't receive your South Central
Bell Directory, let us know. We'll
Best Of AB, We Bring YOU The
get one to you in a hurry.
Real Yellow Pages.
Sout
Cent
h
Call toll free 1-569-4400.
ral
Bell
So what do you get out of the

Yellow Pages
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